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PADUCAH. KY., FRIDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 25, 1907

VOL. 1CXII NO.98

EARTHQUAKE'S VICTIMS WILL
NUMBER ABOVE THOUSAND
IS THE BELIEF IN ROME TODAY
Hundreds of Bodies Have Been Removed From Debris of the Stricken Cities.

Which Is Better For Paducah?
A deal of bad sentiment has been expended by misguided spellbinders in Paducah this fall in their efforts to array class prejudice
against the business interests of the city in the approaching municipal election. Orators at the Mechanicsburg "rally" the other night
drew broad comparisons between our cavil natty Tom Harrison and
lanky Abe Lincoln, and touching references were Made to the boyhood struggles of Gen. Ulysses S. Grant. Indeed, the good people of
Mechanicsburg were given to understand that they have an opportunity to vote for a prophet of no less magnitude than either of these
renowned backwoods boys.
Then comes the little party organ, trailing along behind the.
verbal big guns with its mud battery, accusing James P. Smith of
being "r-r-ritlin" in a manner that would not ill-become the "Appeal
to Reason," and, after the ordinary style of anarchist publications,.
charging Providence with being an accessory before the fact. It is
sobering to reflect bow easily an unaccustomed pen follows the logic
of the wormwood esters. The News-Democrat discourses in trita
phrases about wealth being a blessing if liberally dispensed and the
rest of the usual tirade, just as if the amount of property Jame* P.
Smith has, or Tom Harrison hasn't, cuts any figures in the situation,
except as its management revea's the competency, experience and
general fitness of the one or the other for the office.
Torn Harrison is a good tel low. We might support him for
some positions—but not that of mayor of Paducah. There is too
much at stake. Not that we love Tom leas, but that we_ love Paducah more.
"There will be a Republic an vote for the Democratic ticket for
every Democrat who sells himself to the Smith barrel," snarls the
enraged party organ, sniffing disaffection somewhere, and bringing its
slander guns to bear in the proper quarter.
Those are business men, ow ness of little homes and working
men, desirous of seeing the city grow and their opportunities
broaden, who don't want politicians to use the tax money for political purposes. Talking about a "barrel" won't move them. They are
not so much concerned about any private "barrel" that may he opened,
as they are about the danger of a big public "barrel" being opened
in the city hall.. They pay taxes, or help to do so. and they arc
going to support a man. who was brought out on the very platform
of reduced taxation and municipal improvements.
There are offices to which we are always delighted to boost aspiring young men, especially if they are poor, and the more they
resemble Abraham Lincoln the bitter. But municipal affairs in large
questions, coneconomical
and growing cities present complex
cerniug the raising and disbursing of vast sums of money, and problems of public improvement, involving
financial expedients. mains-ta it.i.ris of peed.
•scceisetcasseeel-use4et-iesse-liell lassissilesaJeLe -twitters in which judgment and experience will save the city thousands
of dollars annually. Yet the spellbinders would have us believe that
lack of financial experience is the essential we must examine for in
our candidates; and the party organ impresses us with the need for
a liberal handed, generous giver to protect the city treasury in matters of public works.
The mayor's office is not a c lerical position. It is an office, the
incumbent of which may so improve the city, promote its welfare and
reduce its taxes that it will prosper and attract capital and industries; or he may so mismanage or maladminister the etts'e affairs, by
squandering taxes, impairing credit anti impoverishing its resources,
that the municipality will be forever handicapped in the race of progress.
Now, which do you prefer; the man whose pamerty interests
and liability for taxes are a guaranty of good servite. with expertenve and judgment to back it; or a politician. what* election sill
mean merely the triumph of a faction in his party?
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A Possibility. EVERYTHING COST LOTS OF
MONE1 IN CONNECHON WITH
MERGEA THALER--HORTON--CO.
LICENSE LEAGUE Former Secretary Still Has
in the Paducah
PLANS CAMPAIGN Confidence
Basket Plant Says Failure of
Crop Caused
of
TO- REMEDY EVILS Grapo
Business For This Year
1.089

Louisville, Ky
Oct. 25.—(SpeRome, Oct. 25.—The latest ad- f lu this manner. The only buildings
New York, Oct. 25.—(Special.)--cial.)—Representatives of the whiskyconfrightened
will
that
the
people
vices say the death list in yesterday's
interest from twelve states in session The Sun today prints the following
earthquake greatly exceeds a thou- i sent to enter are churches and even
here yesterday. organized "The Model concerning the Mergenthaler-Horton
sand. Two hundred and ten bodies!there, they will not stay long. Sacred
License League," and will prosecute Basket Machine company, which sold
in the
were recovered at Ferruzzano. It tsi relics have been exposed
a vigorous campaign for legislation nearly al.:stream° worth of stock
certain 600 were killed there alone cathedral of Catanzaro and this
to remedy the present evils of the throughout the country and has gone
Rome, Oct. 25.--At 6 o'clock last served In a measure to calm the popbusiness. The association adopted a to smash. The latest office of the
evening about two hundred bodlea; ulatkm.
constitution, the substance of which company ,in Jersey City has been
No bodies had been recovered from
were taken from the earthquake ruins I
is that the solution of this great stripped clean of books and papers.
It is now estimated that the deaths the ruins until 6 o'clock last evening
problem is in wise legislation, look- Edward P. Parkhurst, president, of
will surpass five hundred but it is At that hour about two hundred were
ing not to the prohibition, but to the New Haven, has-been unable to get
impossible to get accurate informa-ltaken out. This earthquake bids fait
proper regulation of the traffic; by any trace of Charles R. Barlow. treasGrin on this subject, as many village's, to rival that of 1905.
earning the good-will and aid of urer of the company. According to
are still cut off by floods and destructhose engaged therein; in the en- the original promises, the Mergeotion of roads and telegraph lines,'
forcement of the law- by rewarding thaleriforton machine was going to
and no word from them can be had.IFE
them their rendition of such assist- make a standard fruit basket which
The earthquake shocks continue but;
DERAL
ance; removing them from necessary would revolutionize the basket industhey are slight. The people are still
participation in polities. and remov- try in a short time.
in a condition of apprehension which
Sidney Whitlock. former secreing from them the constant fear that
Is increased by each tremor, and in
at any moment their business may be tary, said: "There must have been
spite of the torrential rain that is
destroyed and the accumulation of a great deal more than a million dolfalling, they absolutely refuse to relars taken in from the sale of stock
long years may be dissipated.
main under any cover. They have
Our Paducah plant alone cost $754,.
1717—
league will seek to secure unitrue and we sent $200,000 adverthe
made their beds in the open. Matform license laws in all of the states
tresses have been spread about the
Snit. A lot more was spent buying
and cities:, to have high license presquares and fields surrounding the
vail; certain restrictions as to loca- other basket machine patents. The
stricken villages, and people are covexperimental work also was costly.
Chicago, Oct. 2, A vigorous plea
tiol,
the number of saloons
.o„athrkair.....14"
ering themselves and their children
After we manufactured a lot of mapJ
tci
1.1aa. ea/4111/4,1h maat-of....an-affectise
aa best fhey may.
airerffe ?Mid ITOriti-them,
system of federal supervision of cortion.
Many thousands will pass the night
made us a loss. The machines were
porations was made here today by
exhibited in various cities, where we
Herbert Know Smith, commissioner
Didn't Get Married.
had branch offices, and lisis took
of corporations, before the National
Failure of a preacher to respond to money .
ties, of prospective stockCivic Federation.
an ,urgent call prevented a "police holders were takt a to Paducah from
Cincinnati,
25.—The
Oct.
initiaAfter arguing on the needs of such
court wedding- this morning, but the New York and this also was expantive in a national movement of steamsupervision, the commissioner said:
principals are in the city jail, and sive.
boat men for legislation affecting the
'The real motive to be considered is
when a preacher can be secured, the
"I think the eompany would have
inland waterways of the
United
not the fact that combinations exist
marriage will take place. Sweetens been able to run if there
had bin
States was taken in this city yesterbut how the power is used. Some
who had flocked to the city hall to nny crape :old pi aoh crop this
sear.
day. It was voted to embody in a res
corporate managers use their power
witness the unusual ceremony were It deperici.11 on grows for
summer,
olution two paragraphs calling for
to increase their own efficiency- and
dirsappointed. The ccntracticx parties busluees and ou steatites for wieter
the servance of inspection laws govmaintain their hold on their business
are Gus Torian, 17 years old, colored; orders. Bath (leers tailed and orders
erning
the
inlond rivers of amerlea
by better service or lower prices.
and Sallie Daniels, 23 years old. col- tw- bi.40.1t4 frdi off."
from those governing the lakes and
This is the proper use of power. On
ored,
who accuses hIm of betraying
Rock Island, Ill., Oct. 25.—Seven- the other hand -certain concerns try
Whilisek said he still theught the
eults. and that the inland river
her.
ty-tive delegates, ten of whom are to cripple the efficiency of their combasket busincie: could be made to pay,
transportation traffic be placed under
from Chicago, attended the opening petitors by unfair means of competian.I thinks tbe plant down at Paduthe laws of the interatats commerce
sessions of the eleventh annual con- tion inducing the public agencies
cah should not be allowed to stand
commission.
ference of the Illinois Daughters of such as railroads, to give them privte
idle. Mciinwhile the present market
These two4 paragraphs will be err.
Price of the 75-eent stock is three
the American Revolution at the Broad discriminations, subornation of cornbodied in letters to be sent to the
roots a share with no takers.
way Presbyterian church. The re petitor's employes. oppressive litigariver men in all parts of the United
port of the committee on Fort Massac tion and misuse generally of com-I
States, who will be asked to attend
New
at Metropolis, Ill., was given by Mrs mercial power.
a national meeting in s'.'ashington
Hickoz, who stated that it is hoped
December 3.
"Our Industrial machinery is P.O inthe unveiling of the monument edect- finitely complex it cannot be adjusted
A permanent organization of inland
ed there by the state organization by the remote, inflexible occasional
iddleShOr0. KY . Olt
2S. Lettemotorway interests will be forward.
will occur the first week in November. remedy of judicial procedure.
rail
-Four thousand
President—James A. Henderson
heard Fairfor
Gov
waiting
been
has
The society
banks at (he first slop of the day here
Pittsburg.
"We must meet business organizalieneen, who has _been too busy to
this Morning at is o'clock.
Vice President—Henry Leyhe, St
tion
with
business
organization,
not
Washington, Oct. 25.—Contrary to
attend heretofore. The report of the
Louis.
with the mere fiat of statute left to
expectation Roosevelt has not yet anstate historian, Mary C. Todd, of Oak
Secretary-Treasurer
Charles
W
—
enforce itself unsupported. Estabnounced his intention not to accept a
Park, contained a memorial referDrown, New Orleans.
lish, say, a simple system of regulathird term. It is thought southern
ence to Mrs. Frances A. Lackey, elect
New York. Oct. 25.—Financially pended payment. The Providence,
The conference was attended by
tion by supervision. Provide a soyeu nietorian at the last meeting, but
this city is convalescent, but still de- R. I., Union Trust company today steamboat men from Memphis, Pitts- pressure is delaying the statement.
ernrnent officer to administer It. ReHenderson, Ky., Oct. 25.—(Speyear.
Governor Hoch, of Kansas, after
cidedly shaky. Derpite the assurance suspended payment temporarily.
who died during the
burg. Nashville, New Orleans, Paduquire that all large corporations doing
Roosevelt today, said: cial.)- Every hod carrier struck this
Pittsburg,
calling
on
given by Morgan and Cortelyou, it
At
cah, Nat hex, Chattanooga, St. Louis
a certain gross amount of business a
"We third termers will elect the pres morning owing to a dleagreenuent
O'Brien Case Continued.
will be days before conditions are
Pittsburg, Oct. 25.—Stock ExLouisville and Cincinnati.
year shall make reports to that offiS
Capt.
W.
against
ident again whether he likes it or bricklayers. Building operations are
oase
closed
again
today.
normal.
The
hardest
blow
was
the
change
is
The
cer, provide for publicity by that
run
over everybody at a standstill,
not. We'll
suspension In Providence of the
O'Brien for the alleged converting
officer, in concise form or all of the
against him like a herd of Texas
of peanuts to his own use, was con- facts in regard to such corporations Union Trust •company with deposits
steers. Wall street flurries don't
tinued by Justice C. W. Emery yes- that are of public Interest, but safe- of $25,000,000. Cortelyou is hopeful
bother me any. In Kansas everyterday afternoon until Saturday, on guarding proper business sacrets. that the trouble is past, but will conthing has to be carried on along
account of the absence of witnesses. Provide also for that protection of tinue to render assistance.
Washington. Oct. 25.—With 69
legitimate manner. Roosevelt is the
lion. T. N. Harelip returned from
United States Exchange bank, capi- unreported counties, because telelaw-abiding corporations that is the
only candidate Kansas has for presi- Fulton this morning where he spoke
Man.
tal
$100,000,
failed
to
open
Insane
today.
Watch for
graph companies failed to deliver
co-relative of regulation.
dent.
The Borrough bank, of Brooklyn, suslast night in the interest of the BeChief of Police James Collins has
telegrams, the census report shows
"Such a system will prevent wrongs
Publican state ticket. A good crowd
been instructed to watch out for John
4,039,338 bales of cotton ginned to
statute
that
cannot
be
reached
by
heard him at his Fulton appointment
M. Robb, manager of the ChattanooOctober
18.
Last
year
the
unreportsupervision, and phblieity will also
Mr. Hazelip will speak this afternoon
ga, Tenn., gas company, who wondee
bales.
ginned
320,123
ed
counties
prevent wrong before hand, and preat Calvert City and at Scale tonight.
ed away from home October 11
better than punishment.
vention
is
while temporarily mentaliy deranged
Wheeling, Oct. 25.—For the first Saturday afternoon at 1:3S) he will
I would rather have an ounce of
Berlin, Oct. 25.- -The hearing of
time
in the federal court union men speak at Murray and at Hazel the
natural understanding than a ton of
the case of Count Kuno Von Mol4ke,
were restrained front organizing ana same afternoon at 4:30.
Mrs. Graham Improving.
criminal penalties. It is not too
former military governor of Berlin,
miners' officers were restrained from
Mrs. Charles E. Graham, who un- much to hope there will arise some
Washington, Oct. 25.—Telling Ron against Maxmilian Harden. editor of
interferring
with employes of the
yester•
operation
serious
derwent a
co-operation between the government
ert Owen, who is to be senator from Die Zu Kunft, for defamation of charFairmount Coal company.
day at the Riverside hospital, is rest. charged with the public welfare ana
Oklahoma, the only criticism he had acter, is growing more exciting every
Ing more comfortably. She was very corporate managers who control
to the constitution was that it failed day.
Galveston, Tex., Oct. 25.—Five
ill lase night and her physician coo- forces so large as to be governmental
to prescribe the kind of tooth powde:
In today s proceedings, Dr. Von
Chinamen were fatally injured wheu
elders the crisis will not be for 24 in their scope and public interest."
a true Oklahoman muet use, Presi- Gordon., counsel for the plaintiff, deBenton, Ky., Oct. 25. (Special.)—
troops repulsed attacks of 400 Chinhours.
dent Roosevelt said he would proba- clared that he would eventually ask
In conclusion the commissioners
Death at last relieved the suffering of
bly approve the remarkable docu- for the testimony of Emepror William
argued the federal government.was
Benton. Ky.. Oct. 25.—(Special.) namen on the steamer Woolwich. and
the two-year-old daughter of the Rev ment, not because he likes it, but
.the crew_ because 200 countrymen
Good Sales arbregory Heights.
the only power that mulct carry on
to proye that Count Von Moltke has --This is tte last day of the Blood
and Mrs. U. S. MeCaslin, and last because Oklahomans seem to want it.
were held for inspection at Santa
regulation,
for
it
such
a
system
poof
promote
association
in
session
Heights
to
Baptist
office
River
never used his
Auction sales at Gregory
night at 6 o'clock she died as the relitical ends. Herr Bernstein, coun- here. The officers were elected as Cruz, Mex. The Chinese had the betyesterday exceeded the initial day by was the only jurisdiction commensu- sult of burns received Manday noo.n
ter of the fight until the arrival of
sel for Harden, agreed to his pro- follows: The Rev. J. W. Beale, of
several thousand dollars in receipts. rate with the scope of present cor- She was playing with matches and
THE WEATHER.
Mexican troops.
by
operations.
"Any
system
porate
Taylor,
$15,000
president,
and
posal.
Murray',
H.
B.
fully
that
lt--is estimated
her
afire.
Before
Set her dress
Harden proposes to call the bead of Murray, clerk.
•
worth of property was disposed of at the state must always bs," he held, mother could reach her, her side and
of the police department to testify as
various prices. Bidding was spirited "a chaos of conflicting legal condihead were terribla. burned. The Rev
to what he knows regarding Prince
from the outset, and buyers were tions resulting in inefficiency and unelder
of
presiding
Blackard,
.1.
W.
certainty."
Philip Zeulenberg, formerly German
more plentiful than the first day.
BenThe federation referred to a com- the Methodist church, came to
ambassador ao Vienna, and LieutenCincinnati, Oct. 25.—Wheat, 103;
mittee a resolution, requiring labor ton from Paducah this afternoon to
ant General Count William Von
John ft's Anceetors.
preach the funeral.
Owensboro, Ky., Oct. 25. (Special) corn, 65; oats, 52%•
Honehau, one of the emperor's adNew York, Oct. 25.—John D unions to procure licenses from the
—The growers' organization secured
The burial will take place tomorjutants.
Rockefeller learned today that hie federal government. Other resoluMartin,
Tenn.
row
at
appeal
demand
for
the
The bench has decided to admit the pledges of a million pounds of tobacnoblest ancestor lived In Franee in- tions were a
testimony to prove that the alleged co. Buyers at Calhoun, McLean
stead of Germany, as has been the or amendment of the Sherman antiunnatural practices prevailed amofig county, refused to withdraw agents
belief. His oldest ancestor was a trust law and then provide for govfrom the field.
will
make
supervision
that
Louisville, Ky., Oft. 25. (Special.)
ernment
the
friends of Von Moltke.
baron with a coat of arms, who made
The public will be excluded from
—An unknown stabber is operating
money stamping it with his name them good.
In Louisville. He stabbed two on
the hearings but representatives of
Miss Emma Louise Straub, 31
by
Dr
The ancestor was located
the press will be allowed to remain.
Fourth avenue last night Just after
years old, daughter of Mrs. E. M
Lewis.
An army officer who had served in
dark and attacked another, but only
Straub, died last night at 9:30'o'clock
the Guard Du Corps at Potsdam. was
of lung trouble at her home. 1137
Madisonville, Ky.. Oct. 25,—(Spe- cut her skirt. His identity is 'unWants to Buy Dow.
called as a witness today and testi- cial.)—Fire destroyed a block here known. 0
woman was seriou,le
Dogs of every descrLption are being
Hon. T. H. Paynter, of Frankfort, North Fourteenth street. The tuners:
fied having taken part in unnatural thls morning at 6 o'clock, causing a injured. 1
d detestivee .are
sought by Mr. George Robertson, the United States senator, arrived this will take place tomorrow morning at
orgies at the house of Count Lynar, loss of $75,onn, about one-half cov- bending every e 0
aptnre him.
well known sportsman, who Is pre- morning at 9 o'clock* and was met at 10 o'clock at the residence. the Rev.
Which had resulted in the dismissal ered by insurance. Flames started
paring his pack of dogs for an an- the train by Tom Harrison and Mayor William Grohter officiating.
4
from the service ta-41aarace of the from it tteferttve itue In -Balley's
. . ftalikve Hall rourt.
nual bear hunt in Arkansas. Even Yelser, who Is Senator Paynter's -percount and Lieutenant General Von which was horned, with Davis' wagon
Will Continue to Operate.
A basket
coert for gir:s Is
year he goes to the wilds of that sonel friend, Senator Paynter will
Pittsblirs, Oct. 26.—Plante of the
Partly cloudy and ropier tonight. Honebaa.
wearjus: Laffoort's +very -*table and Indent delta off in the rear of. Wash'State to shoot titfirrytirti takes with speak at the court house tonight at
Coil's livery stable, flannefe tobacco ington icchool building. The girls
him half a hundred dogs to use in 7:3n o'clock, making a special plea Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing and probably saturday. Highest temMarriage Licenses,
factory, Kirkwood's blacksmith shop will prat tiee at the school until a hall
the sport. He expects to get away for the salvation of the local Demo- company will be kept In operation perature yesterdiw, 77; lowest today,
is secured.
,itaid one of the receivers today.
I. D. Wills and Matilda Hoover,
and six residences.
32.
by Novetnber 18.
cratic ticket,

BUREAU
OF CORPORATIONS
IS SMITH'S PLAN

D. A. R. MONUMENT
AT FORT MASSAC
UNVEILED IN NOV.

SEEK SEVERANCE
OF INLAND RIVER

INSPICTION III

GOVERNOR HOCH
OF KANSAS TALKS
ABOUT THIRD TERM

York City is Now Financially
onvalescent But Still
• Shaky as it
Returns to its Normal Condition

FAIRBANK'S TOUR.

HOD CARRIERS STRIKE.

COTTON GIN REPORT.

DEATH RELIEVES
AGONY OF LITTLE
ffGARIN CHILD

SKELETONS MAY
BE DRAGGED FROM
ROYAL CLOSETS

MR. HAZELIP DATES.

UNIONS RESTRAINED.

TEDDY HAS HIS JOKE.

TROOPS FIGHT CHINESE.

BAPTISTS ADJOURN.

BUYERS WILL NOT LEAVE.

Grain Market.

LOUISVILLE STABBER

MISS EMMA STRAUB.

MADISONVILLE FIRE.

SENATOR PAYNTER HERE.

CIL 0,11LJIrtr.

Nowo

WORKED ON THE PHOENIX NA.
TIONAL BANK.

produce the clothes we offer you;
and we'd like you to know about
them too.
G. One of the main reasons we sell
XTRA500D is the fact that they are
made by Ederheimer, Stein & Co.,
Chicago,in the most modern and remarkable tailor shops ever built; in
large, light, airy, clean buildings
specially erected and fitted for
making clothes better and different than others have done or
are doing.
GI &wide the longer wear your boy will

Lesiugttut MAM Had a Balance
$1, 200, All of Width Has
Beeu prawn Out.

of

Lexington, Ky , Oct. 25.— The
Phoenix National bank, of Lexington,
has been systematically worked with
forged checks for the last two months
Joseph Daher had a balance of $1,200,
of which has been drawn
out on checks ranging in amount
from $50 to $400. It was not known
that the checks were foigeries until
Doher was notified of an overdraft.
Albert Lauber, a son of Joseph Doher,
has been arrested on tha charge of
forging the, checks.

get out of EntAC•OOD the better
appearance and more perfect fit

that you'll appreciate, it's an advantage to know they're clean
and wholesome, as well as
most durable, reliable,
itoneet.economical.

Boy's
Overcoat
is an XTRAGOOD
Ages 7 to 17
Prices $5 to $12.

RABBIT SCALPS IN TRADE.
lu Western Kansas They Are Exchanged for Groceries.

.' errILGI/LEY&CO

i12,

To the People of Paducah.
persons in P/aducah must hold
themselves responsible for any weakness or sugaring caused from old age,
chronic coughs or colds, bronchitis
steak lungs, run-down conditions
stomach troubles, nervousness or
poor blood when we are willing to
sell them the real cod liver preparation, Vino', and return their money
it it does not benefit.
The reason Vinol-ls so successful
in restoring health and creating
strength is because it contains in addition to tonic iron all the medicinal
elements of cod liver oil' actually
taken from fresh codst livers, but
without oil or grease to upset the
stomach and retard its work.
Unlike old-fashioned cod liver Oil
and emulsions, it is deliciously palatable, agreeable to the weakest stomach, therefore, unequalled as a
strength creator and tonic reconstructor.
Our local druggist, W. B. McPherson, sayi: "It is because we know so
aell of what Vinol is made that we
ask every run-down, nervous, debilitated, aged or weak person in Paducah, and every person suffering from
stubborn colds, hanging-on coughs
bronchitis or incipient consumption
to try Vinol on our guarantee." W.
B. McPherson, Druggist. Paducah,
Ky.

Twin Sisters, Hale
and Hearty at 73

RED KEN

All

always like to know all we
WEcan
about the makers who

The
Beet

NOTICE.

FORGED CHECKS

o Makes XTRAGOOD

PREPARING FOR THIllot ANNUAL
"DAY OF SORROW."

In

Memory of alembers Who Have
Died During the l'ear--Ceremonies at lirondysay Church.

Mrs. Emma Shhely and Mrs. Belle Beatty, twin sisters,
who are now 73 years of age, enjoy health and strength,
and seldom have an ache or pain, thanks to the God-given
medicine, Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey.
Mrs. Emma Shi•ely resides at Big Clifty, Ky., and Mrs.
Belle Beatty at Louisville, Ky. The illustration is taken
from late photographs and shows how bright and vigorous they both are.

Otego tribe of Red Men is preparing for a "Day of Sorrow" which will
entrefaillou Sunday, October 27
mothes will be held at the Broadway
Methodist church and a program is
being arranged by Messrs. J. H. 'Weimer, Clarence Houaeholder and L. L
Lebout. The Day of Sorrow is similar to memorial day of the Elks.
Paducah Red Mee who have died
eithin the year are: Messrs. Daniel
Adams, Will J. Dicke; William Rogers and
Paducah
Harry Pixler
tribe has been in existence several
years, and has a membership of 250
and has lost by death bat 18 members since organization.

Did you ever hear of rabbit scalps
being rated as an article of commerce
OUT!I ;Tv SS it)MEHAND BOYS
or as a medium of excharge in the
same manner as eggs and
butter
Out in Trego county. Kan., the county
9,653,647 tons of coal valued at $9.- seat of which is Wakeeney, the merKENTUCKY NOW
13113 auat• 3HIVILY AND Witt ULU ligATTY. TWIN 31111113, 73 VIALS OLD.
NINTH COAL STATE. 809,938. This -ix a gain in value of chants pay 5 cents each for rabbit
"What Women Will Do."
$1,500,000. Indiana remained in scalps, no matter whether the unIt is not a very far cry from
"I am in my 711 year and preserve my health and keep my streng:b
Washington. Oct. 25.—A report sixth place and Tennessee in twelfth. fortunate "bunny" was full grown or
Charles Dickens to melodrama when up by using Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. Have been using it for several
in
the
change
not. W. J. Williams. who is the projust completed by the geological sur- The most important
PACIFIC FLEET WILL RETURN you come to think of it, and there years. As a tonic for old ai:e I consider it without an equaL"—MRS.
vey shows that the state of Kentucki table of states is the displacement of prietor of a grocery store in Wakeeti-ed be no surprise consequently EMMA SHIVELY, Pig Clifty, Ky.,feb. 28th, 1907.
AFTER NINETY DAYS.
during the past year has risen from ll'inois by West Virginia for second ney, bought 2,840 scalps during the
upon the announcement that "What
"Before I began the use of your Duffy's Malt Whiskey last May I
heads
the
still
Pennsylvania
among the coal, plate.
months of March, April and May this
tent! to 1.'11' tt
Women Will Do," which comes to the was so run down and nervous I could not walk a square; after taking
t
IltZ turned out list.
year. John Keraus, another merKentucky tonight, is based upon the ;event bottles I became strong and felt better than 1 did for years, so I
chant of the aawe place. bought 2,- Fourteen Thotticand Mile Ran Bliektstory of David Copperneld. Wilkins
have been using it ever since, and I now seldom ever have an ache or a
760 scalps, while no merchant in the
Undertaken as Soon as
Micawber, Rosa Dottie, Emily. Peg- pain. I am 73 years old."—MRS. BELLE BEATTY,1731 15th St.,
little town paid for less than 500
the
be
Hoop
will
Criah
May Be.
gotty and
Louisville, Ky.
sc..Lip.i.
leading characters. The play is anThe farmers and ranchmen bring
nounced as one of the novelties of
rabbit scalps to the county stores
the season, possessing both strength
Washington, Oct. 25.— It was and interest. The scenic effects are
.:.loirg with eggs and
butter. The
learned here that' President Roose- elaborate In the extreme. The come- is r.n absolutely pure distillation of mted grain; great care being used to
;erocer
accepts
and
counts
them
with
You get handsome, well
no more ado than if they were so velt has no idea of leav:ng Admiral dy element introduced by the Micaw- have every kernel thoroughly malted, thus desert) ing the germ of the seed
appointed carriages
Evans' fleet in the Pacific but intends her family, especially the two oldest and producing a predigested liquid fekd in the form of a pale malt, evh;...h
many eggs.
when I serve you. We
ninety days children, Wilkins, jr. and Ella, is ex- is tIse most effective tonic stimu!ante and invigorator known to science;
give promt personal atA few years.Ago Trego county, In to order its return within
on the California coast. cruciatingly funny, and elicits ap- softened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedoir. horn injurious
tentlin at all times.
ihe hope of exterminating the trou- of its arrival
One important conclusioa is to be plause and laughter at every per- substances renders it so that it can be retained b, the most sensitive stomach.
blesome jackrabbits, decided to pay
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
a bounty of 5 cents for rabbit scalps drawn from this. It is now eublisked formance.
If you wish to keep young, strong and vigorous and have on your
the money to be paid whenever the that the fleet will return almost as
cheeks the glow of perfect health, take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
FOOTBA LL DOPE.
ecalps were presented at the county soon as the great ships can be cleaned
regularly, according to directions. It is dangerous to fill your system wit
This afternoon the Culleys and -A drugs. They poison the bodra.nd depress the heart, while Duffy's Pure
taeasetier's office. soon -water men up, replenished with supplienraf coal
provisions, and be otherwise picked football team from Murray
who had never before been seen in and
Malt Whiskey tones and strengthens the heart action and purifies the
Wakeeney came to the court house made completely ready for the 14,000 will play, and a large crowd is ex- entire system. It is recognized as a tnedicine everywhere. Duffy's Pure
conclusion
The
cruise.
return
been
well
mile
game
has
pected out. The
with big sacks of scalps. Finally the
Malt Whiskey has been analyzed and tested by chemists for :he past fiity
FIRE SALE OF
county coMmissioners grew suspic- ts that the executive feels absolutely advertised and both teams are about
and has always been found absolutely pure and to contain greet
years,.
ious, and it eventually developed no apprehension respecting the pore. evenly matched in weight. Playing
properties.
medicinal
Japan.
with
paibility
of
war
o'clock.
aill
start
at
3:3'a
that certain residents of neighboring
CAUTION.
-When
you ask your druggist. grocer or dealer tar Datly's Pure Malt WhIgkey
All Stars and Comets.
counties were taking advantage of
besure you get the genuine. It is the one absolutely pare meth clout whiskey and Is sold
Yesterday afternoon the All Stars
Trego's bounty law 'and were bringsly in sealed bottles- never in bulk. Look kr the trade-mark., the -01.1 Cheallst." on
and Comets played a football game
ing scalps from as far away as fifty
the label, and make sure the seal over the cork Is unbroken. Price $1.00. Insistratsd
scorresulting in a tie, neither side
miles.
amide-at booklet and duktor's advice tom. Duffy Milt Whiskey Co.. ReCheatet.PLY.
Richey
made
pair.
Cliff
ing
in
either
To discourage this practice
the
to our recent fire we
a 20 yard dash for the Comets but
county decided to allow payment for
the All Stars failed to get any nearer
the scalps not more often than every
thaa four yards of the Comets' goal
P Puryear,
R. Rudy,
W. F. Paxton,
three months
Three months was a
The game was played at Ninth and
Assistant ("ashler.
President.
Cashier.
long time to wait. The hunters beHarrison streets after school discame impatient at the long delay. It
missed.
remained for the merchants to solve
"By the time this paper goes to press
the
difficulty.
Accordinip:
it
was
anare just
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
nounced through the columns of the the election will be nearly over, and if
TASTEMeekly papers that rabbit scalps it Is carried on out In the state as it Is The Old Standard GROVE'S
Incorporated
out madrives
LESS
CHILL
TONIC
would he taken at the grocery stores In this city, may God save the counsystem. For
in exchange for merchandise, provid- try. The Beckham followers, who laria and builds up the
grown people and' children, 50c.
$100,000
Capital
ed the owner of the scalps would
carry
pose as reformers and more holy
50,000
Surplus
give his word that they were taken
debauchers, HOCK IN WASHINGTON TO
100,000
Stockholders liability..
from rabbits killed in Trego county. than thou people are the
BOOST RELATIVE 10 BENCH.
The plan proved a success.
In- of the ballot box in this city. There
stead of the farmers making A weekly has been a wholesale buying of votes
$230.000
Total security to depositors
Washington. Oct. 25.—Gov. Hocb
trip to the court house, tbe merchants here and an attempt to vote negroes
,
Accounts of indisiduals anti firms solicited. W.• RPPreclat
boost
arrived
to
Kansas,
last
night
of
,i4 ported every three months at the that were not even registered as Demsame
the
depositors
and
to all
well
as
large
small
as
accord
J.
T
brother-in-law,
Judge
commissioners' office and the bills ocrats. All the ward heelers about for his
courteous treatment.
Dickerson, for federal Julio of the
were aHowed.
town were bysy as bees. If this pol- eastern district of Oklahoma, when
During the months of March.. April
Senator
and May the total amount, of bills icy is carried on generally In the state statehood comes. He and
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
President Roose
will
&II
upon
Curtis
is'in
the
grand
old
party
Democratic
allowed by the commissioners for
arvolt
Long
also
today.
Senator
rabbit scalps was $568. In other bad hands
We do not know how it
words, Trego county killed
13,300 Is in other places, Lout It is to be hoped rived and may accompany them to
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
rabbits during the three months.— that this the capital city is the only the whit, house. The governor intimated that a special session of the
Incorporated. I
Kansas City Star.
,
Third and Broaclwa•
place in the state, where bribery In Kansas legislature may be necessary
iTHE HOUSE OF QUALITY.
elections goes unpunished, where to scale down the tax levies under
Only One "BHOMO QUININE"
'7
Fifth and Jefferson Sts.
Both Phones 176
the new tax law.
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUI- votes are bought openly. As it is
Oklahoma
politicians
arriving
toNINE. Look for the signature of E. done here only by the friends of GovL.
day included Judge Heiner, who
W. Grove. Used the world over to Beckham, we wonder if he has not wants to
be judge of the western dispromised to pardon all his friends who trict; Marshal G. H. Witte, District
Cure a Cold in One Day. 25c.
are election offenders." —Frankfort Attorney T. B. Latham and Deputy
fl.
M CONFER
Clerk George Smith, of the central
Call.
DEGREE AT MURRAY.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
district: W. H. Harrison, of Poteau
A large
delegation of Paducah
and Sam Downing, of Atoka.
and Washington Streets.
Royal Arch Masons left for Murray
An Indisputable Judge.
•
this afternoon at 2:30 to confer deSignor Carducci, the great Italian
Got What He Asked For.
Warehouse for Storage.
grees on a class of ten. Following Poet, who has recently died, came
A distinguished professor of bacithe degree work an elaborate ban- tear
having a duel one day, according teriology, wishing to study infected
Both Phones 499.
quet will be spread by the Murray to a
We Have Something Good for the
do. Paris." Ho meats, went intO a butcher shop and
writer in "he
f.odge to entertain visitors. A spe- possessed a fine spirit of contradicany'
asked the butcher if he had
Babies. Mr. Farrell, manager of the
cial rate of one fare for the round tion
and bad the characteristics of a measly pork.
trip has been made by the Nashville. fighter.
Kozy Theatre, has decided to have a
Once when traveling in Lom"No, no, sir!" answered the IndigChattanooga and Se Louis road and
bardy he was in a railway compart- nant man. "All our meats are fresh
a special train will leave Murray at
ment with an army °facer who did not —first class!"
12 o'clock tonight for the accommorecognize him. Conversation turned
"I'm sorry. Could—couldn't you
dation of returning lodgereen
upon the latest literary productions in some way procure me some?"
They spoke of a poem by the author
"Why, yes; if that's the kind you
SUITS THE KIDNEYS.
of "Odes Barbares," which had just want."
Paducah
To decide who has the most popular baby in
appeared.
A few days later the professor
Simple Home Receipt for Kidney.
Mr. Lewis will give four prizes to the lucky winners.
.t.L.,This Ca-Mucci." exclaimed the offi- stepped into the shop.
Bladder and Rheumatic Troubles
cer with enthusiasm, "le a superb
"I came In to see if you had sePrize No. 1.—handsome solid gold medal, value $15.00.
That Beats All the Patent
genius! The greatest since Dante. cured that measly pork for me!"
Prize No. 2.—A tee-dellar gold pie-re,
Medicines.
the equal of Dante hImselfa"
"Why, yes, sir. Didn't You get it?
"'rite No. 3.—A fivo-dollar gold piece,
"Humph," responded the other I had it sent up for your dinner last
Prize No. S.—Two and a half dollars in gold.
Go to your druggist and ask for:
"A genius! That's too much to say night.'`—October Lippincott's.
- Concentrated Barkola Compound, I find him mediocre."
All babies; under three years of age can enter this contest.
1 ounce; Fluid extract Cascara Aro"Mediocre, sir? You. don't know
Every ticket of admission, which will be only 5 cents, will entitle
matic, % ounce; Arbmatic Elixir, 4 anything about it."
the purchaser to one vote. Votes wit? be counted every morning and
ounces.
published in the daily papers showing the number of votes each
"Oh. you are incapable of judging."
Mix them up and take a teaspoonbaby has every day. Arangetnents have been made with McFadden's
"I?"
Present their latest and greatest
ful after meals and at bedtime, As
Studio. whereby al babies entering this contest will be photographed
"You!"
free of cost, and an extra large picture will be Mown on the curtain
soon as the backache, bowel pain, "Sir!"
Melo-Drama,
of the Kozy Theatre every performance between the eats, of each
headache and tired feeling have left
October
"Sir!Pt
baby entering the contest.
you, do not throw away any of the
The officer handed his card to the
remedy that may be left in the bot- disputant.
Mothers wishing to enter their babies in this grand contest
POWDERS
tle, but _reduce the dose to two teamust. first go to McFadden', said have the baby photographed, free
A bail storm of sensation. All the
The other smiled, "There's mine."
For twenty years It
spoonfuls daily and continue until it
of charge, leave name of baby and your name and address.
eetiaation of a melo drama. All the beauOn it was the name "Giouse Carhas hocn the true
's all gone. By following this sug- duce!, professor at the University of
ties of a pastoral play. And as many
You have only a few days In which to enter your baby. Voting
and faithful remedy.
Lestion
you
will
help
to
stceng:then
only
ten
days,
continue
for
laughs as a farce comedy. Presented by
Monday,
November
4th,
and
will begin
Bologna."
your Kidneys and Bladder, a wise
AU
go to McFadden's today. Don't put it off until tomorrow, as it
The officer, removing bis hat
a strong company. Something entirely
Druggists
thing to do. for these organs are so
may be too late to get a good sitting.
130w.
bowed politely, and then both men
,
11NAD
,
delicate that they really should be
ar.ap.iir.dlirsill
,
W,111-trAa-ciNAD-mrvatv1
Remember, It costs you nothing and every baby has an equal
larighed.—Youth's Companion.
Holden Bros: Name is a Sufficinel fuarantee ter
For sale rud guaranteed by
Seats on sale Thursday
elven a few days invigorating treat-chance to win.
meet even after every- eympfom ei
liriees 25e, 35e, 50e-.Any Attraction.
The largest gifte tie- God cannot
special disease has disappeared.. .
4, 'ov-the least robbery of Man.
' 4[ "
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THEATRICAL NOTES

SHORT STAY

The Best Carriage
Senice in Paducah

1

SHOT GUNS AND RIFLES

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

FRANKLIN COUNTY
CORRUPT ELECTIONS

WING
are offering a number of
the finest Shot Guns and Rifles
at greatly reduced prices, though
they
as good as new.
This sale affords a very unusual
opportunity to the sportsman
who likes to
only the
highest grade of fire arms acid
yet has the foresight to take advantage of

O

CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK

fireatly Reduced Prices

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.

I

City Transfer Co.

ATTENTION MOTHERS] 1

---1

BABY CONTEST

At

The Kentucky.

— DR. JAMES

Friday

IHEAD-ACHE

WHAT WOMEN WILL DO

CURE

Pries 10c

HOLDEN BROS.

ti

W. B. MTHERSON

1

4
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ALDERMEN HOLD
ROUTINE SESSION
Street Car Fender Ordinance
Given It's Quietus

•
Garbage Incinerating Plant
and Refer Metter to Special
l'onunittee,

•

stiNie

•

SANITARY

QUESTIONS

One hour was consumed last night
by the board of aldermen in regular
session. Business all routine, a ratification of the principal business of
the council.
President Palmer and Alderman
Baker were absent.
Alderman Chamblin
was unanimously elected chairman pro tem.
Minutes of the last regular meeting were adopted.
Mayor Yeiser presented a bill from
C. L. Dunlap for $20 for plastering
at Riverside hospital, which was allowed.

•

Crossett
and Bates
ft Shoes

An Ineinerating Plant,
Mayor Yeiser suggested to let a
contract for burning sanitary garbage, or to build an incinerating
plant to destroy garbage. The board
referred the matter to a special committee to act at once.
Chairman
Chamblin appointed the sanitary corn.
mittee.
Mayor Yeiser was Instructed to advertise for bids for city coal for the
•
next year. the present contract having expired.
Mieeellaneons
A petition asking that a right-ofAt The New Store you can buy only Good
way over Second street from Jeffei
eon street to Broadway not be grantClothes; Clothes that will please you every mined the Southern Electric railroad. as
ute because the styles are right, the fabrics all
it would interfere with shipping, was
presented by merchants. It was re• wool, the patterns exclusive and the workmanceived and filed.
ship the best ever put on ready-to-wear clothes.
Several prayers for relief from
overasaessment. and alleged erroneous assessment, were referred to the
tax hook supervisors.
Petitions for extension of water
mains were referred to the Paducah
Water company.
Several deeds to lots In Oak Grove
cemetery were ratified.
A report from Health Officer W. 7.
Go anywhere, you wont find Clothes superior to ours—but
Graves saying that unsanitary condidifference
what
places
as
good.
It
does
not
make
any
few
tions at Eleventh and Jefferson
you wish to pay for your suit, $15 or any price up to $45,
streets, and at the canning factory,
have been remedied, but that it was
THE ADDISON—A snappy semi-form -fittyou will tind`the amount buying bette: value here.
THE GRANV1LLE—A tasteful blending of
nearly impossible to maintain perfect
And too there is such a variety of patterns, exclusive
ing garment, made up in rich gray cassithe new tones of brown in imported worsanitary conditions at the canning
ones we know that or not t/
14o be had any*here in town.
faetory because of inadequate sewersted; single breasted cut.
mere.
age service. The report was received
Somehow, our patrons say, we show better teste in our
and filed.
THE CHESTERTON —One of the new fancy
selections and have the most excluslve things.
The report of a special commie.,
THE SPENCER—A swell body-tracing coat
serge. which arc proving so popular this
saying that the city is not responsft
Browns, Grays, Blues, Olives, Plaids and Checks in a
S
in black Thibet and unfinished worsted.
for imperfections In sewering at Mr.
season; a single breasted style.
variety of patterns are some of the offerings.
Herman Friedman'a residence, on
THE TILFORD—A conservative, medium
THE NORWALK—An extra quality plain
Broadway. near Twelfth street, was
filed.
length box coat in extra quality black
blue serge which comes either singly or
Andrew Hall threatened to sue the
general
Good
for
wear.
breasted.
Thibet.
double
city jor a sewer being run through
his property on Plunkett 11111. The
committee and cit yengineer report$15 to $25 is the price range of our Young Men's
ed that the sewer does not go through
Snits. We are selling more young men their snits this
Hall's property.
• season than any one. Simply because we show what the
Petitions for street lights in various parts of the city were referred to
young men in the fashion centers wear—what our boys
(Incorporated.)
the board of public works.
want.
312 Broadway
Will Reynolds was refunded 175
WE CARRY THE UNION STORE CARD
The Spartan 3 is one of our most popular styles, but
paid into the city treasury for a
coffee house Beene, applicalott which
we have many others in a great variety of the most swaghe withdrew.
ger patterns not duplicated in town, and not equalled in
A report recommending that no
quality for the price.
passageway be opened over private
officials' salaries at present figures:the city could enforce such a rule or to the United States supreme court laws are surrendering.
railroad property from the Illinois
The anti-American feeling in Haand raising pay of poor laborers whei Such an ordinance was ordered on writ of error to be allowed either
Central shops to Clark and Jackson
by the chief justice of the appellate vana is growing. The authorities
get but $1.50 per day for street worie!ordinance.
streets was filed.
He thought that time and care. Steicitor Campbell stated that such court deciding today's ease or by a have doubled the guard over OW
Extension of water mains on
be "perfectly. justice of the court at Washington. army store houses and other Anieril
should be taken in drafting this orde an ordinance would
Salem avenue was reported by the
-valid under police regvilletteS •
Only one Ilene can be pleaded, that can property. The stars and stripes
water company. and fire hydrants ordrafted.
of a federal question being involved. are hissed at the National theater.
Hoetine.
dered placed on the city rental list.
If the federal courta in Teas re- and Maurice Raymond, a prestidigiOn motion the board adjourned.
against
bane
Mrs.
John
prayer
of
A
An ordinance fixing salaries of
fuse relief the appellate court may at- tator, was fined $50 because he reproperty
at
of
overasseesment
city officers for the next year was or- an
tempt to enforce its jurisdiction and monstrated with the asdience for
Tenth and Clay streets, was referred
dered drafted.
order Dorehester to surrender and doing so.
book
sopervieors.
tax
to
the
The suggestion to build a 20-foot
Eckhardt to take charge. This would
traffic
stated
that
Alderman
Smith
driveway of gravel on the levee to
bring on conflict between state and DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
congested
INSULT
save horses from injury was referred about the market is often
Bloomer Suits in a great range of beautiful patterns,
federal
courts unless Judge Bryant
VOUR INTELLIGENcE
by injudicious driving. He suggested ,
to the street committee.
the
appellate
to
bows
splendid qualities that can't be duplicated at anystate
court,
the
Recommendations to purchase 20 an ordinance compelling all vehicles OF WATElte-PIERCE OIL COM- having first appointed its receivers By offering you a substitute when
thing like our prices, in Blacks, Browns, Blue4 and
you ask for an article you have seen
sower manhole caps from Thomas north-bound to take the right hand
PANY IS SUSTAINED.
requiring original jurisdiction.
advertised in this paper. We do not
Grays aLd other handsome patterns from $4 up.
Bridges Sons. at a less cost than the side, towards the river; and those
accept advertisements for articles
city has been bearing for them, were south-bound to take the west side of
We show sonic exclusive beautiful patterns of all
AMERICAN FLAG HISSED
the market. This will compel some
that are not worthy of your patronfavorably acted on.
wool Snits in handsome Single Breasted Coats, for
IN A HAVANA THEATER..age. When you are convineed by one
A street light was ordered strung`drivers to drive around the block, Company Has Fifteen Days in Which
but in the long run It will save time, .,10 Ask for Rehearing of the
of these advertisements that the artiat Nineteenth and Broadway.
those seeking something extra good, $7.50 up.
Alderman Smith believes.
Havana, Oct. 25.—Thirty bandits cle is what you wish insist on getting
Finance Report.
Cane.
amount
will
$2.50 will buy the best Snit that
are ON disturbing the peace in the it when you ask for it at your dealers.
Alderman Hannan thought that
The finance enrnmittee'a report of
anywhere here. We show a variety of patterns at
✓
Avoid Substitutes—Get What You
Sancti Spiritus district, Santa Clara
salaries, accounts. etc., for the first such an ordinance would be illegal
province, and the authorities are en- Aek For.
half month, was adopted.
since the street is a public thoroughthis price that will surprise you. The Coats are
Austin, Tex.. Oct. 25.—The third deavoring to effect the capture of the
•
Ordinances.
fare. He was in favor of relieving
double breasted, plain pants and the workmanship
olltr
ra44 Run want ads. ;or ressula.
Resolution releasing the Aetna any congestion. but did not beMetre court of civil appeals today affirmed leaders. In Oft, r
...mamma
and quality of goods will at once appeal to you.
llndemnity company as bondsman for
the receivership case against the
i the People's Home 'Telephone cornealleallnINNE11110111111111111111111/
eters-Pierce Oil company, sustainBoys' Overcoats
tpany, now out of existence. First
in
the
appointdistrict
court
ing
the
reading. The nee was suspended and
ment of Robert J. Eckhardt as reguI the resolution given second reading.
We have some beautiful Red Astrakhan coats at
lar and proper. The oil comeany has
Ordinance requiring every street
$7.50. - They have been bought eagerly by all who
fifteen days within which to ask for a
car operated within the city limits to
have seen- them% and we want'you to see them.
rehearing, during which no move can
be provided with fenders. Penalties
be made by the state. It will be reMisses'
Reefers
in
and
violation
are
Boys'
for
a
fro
in
m$5
to
Splendid values
— $111 for
may look bright and prosperous—but a -calm always
fused and there will be 4wo receivers
each offense.
Tans
and
White
plaids,
Black
plaids,
Brown mixed
Charles If. Dorchester, appointed by
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
Alderman Hubbard thought that
Telephone— It's a Safer
Federal Judge Bryan at Sherman,
and Grays priced .from $5 up.
such as expense should not be heaped
life--for
the time when you will need money—there
quicker Messenger than a
who Is acting.
on the Paducah Traction company,
boy or girl.,
At $2.50 and $3 we sell you an Overcoat worth
one
way to do it—save, and you will be sure
is only
The state apdealed from Judge
as it !teemed to him to be a !melees
much more It is a special line of superior quality
Telephone
—
We
can
get
the
Bryant's
the
;belted
order,
and
States;
future.
the
of
expense. because traffic was not so
medicine or goods to you
circuit court of appeals will hear it
Costs made for us to sell at these low ptices.
congested at present that pedestrians
Start today—a dollar will do it.
quicker than your boy could
at Fort Worth on November 4. Toare in danger. He cited vast expendi*rim to us.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings acBoys' Veiv4 lists in mannish shapes,
day's action is expected to strengthen
tures of the traction company in the
$2,00
very pretty styles at
if left with us six months or longer.
counts
—It
saves
waits,
the
state's
Telephone
hand,
as
Judge Bryant repast, and of the great expense the
trouble and expense. Try it.
fused a motion of the state to vacate
——
We show a great line of School Caps in
company is vven now laboring under.
the order appointing Dorchester, statall coloi a from 25C to ......
He also stated the ordinance did not
ing it was without prejudice and that
Our Telephone No. is
Specify what kind of fenders should
he would entertain other pleas and
be installed.
•a
S
1/40
motions by the state when a state
so
ordinance
was
killed
The
by a full
court of final resort rendered a deBoth
Phones
vote.
MIA
lft the receivers4an litteeteee_je
. *Market of
The -ordiapsaim--Asiorv'
"
4...,8S2.0.4ZWAN
445 to
the state court. This happened tocity employes and officials for next
day, as the appellate courts have final
iallintRA)bfatiAitlb Ewa i
year was reported incomplete, and
jtitisdletiort of receivership Metter*
the committee was giveninore time.
In Texas.
Drug Store
Alderman Hannan stated that he
The 011 company can appeal only.
$r"Ille4111‘4111wetrglia.$1P411111■01+44114$""qtasetrwiassimemaiwggeigai,„4 favored leaving -some high salaried,
I
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THE TRUTH ABOUT CLOTHES

OD grapes come from good vines,

G°good

Clothes come from a Good
Store that sells only Good Clothes.

Is that they must be of good quality or they are expensive at any price. The
material as well as the tailoring must be right or the clothes will not give the
service you have a right to expect. Our showing of $15 Suits, Overcoats and
Raincoats fulfills these requirements to a nicety. The sty!e, the gingery patterns. the good tailoring, which young men like, are there, yet the price is only
$15, for when you buy here you don't pay out your good money for a pretty
••
:
••
•• ••
label---it goes in the clothes.

•
•

There is Distinction—an Appear.
ance of Superiority in Our
•
Suits at $15 to $45.

$15.00 SUITS

$15 Overcoats

•
•

We have the Nobbiest Suits in
Town for Young Men.

•

U. G. Gullett & Co.

Gray, Tan, Brown and Olive Top Coats
from. $10 up. Raincoats embodying the
style of the best Coats, $12.50 and up

Our. Children's
Department

RECEIVER

i

I

Children Can'
Always Remember

YOUR FUTURE

Mechanics and
Farmers Savivs Bank
ill BreadwV
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Burner.
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a pool had been ?omen, with J. P.
Moron at its head, to eome to the
rescue' of the brokers, for it was
necessary to provide funds at once
In order that they might carry the
stocks they were holding for their CONVICT
ED
OF
l'EitJURY IN
customers.
COURT OF NEW YORK.
The effect of the relief measure was
Millions Poured Into Channels instantaneous, and the rate on call
money dropped from 100 per cent to
10 per cent; when the stock exchange Dr. W. G. Gillette, Found Guilty in
of Banking.
closed every one was netting all the
Connection With Mutual Life
money he wanted.
Exposure.
The clo,;0 was marked by a tnemorBrokers Gather in
Exeintege und aele scene in which the brokers gathGive Three Cheer,. for J. Pierered around the principal trading
pont Morgan.
New York, Oct. 25.—The first conposts and gave three cheers for J.
Pierpont Morgan and mee.bers of the viction on the cases based on the
disclosures In the legislative Investipool which had saved the day.
The aggregate amount of money gation of Insurance affairs in 1905-06
ROOSEVELT FULLY INFORMED.
uhich had been contributed to weath was obtained by the district attorer the Morel and restore confidence. ney's office last nignt when the jury
•
assumes truly colossal proportions, in the criminal branch of the suNew York, Oct. 25.—As a result of estimated it includes $15,000,e0s1 preme court found Dr. Walter B. Gilyesterday's developments in the flnan which yesterday Cortelyou deposited lette, former vice president of the
1.25,000.00't Mutual Life Insurance company,
ial world, there Is every indication In New York banks;
'bat the crisis In the banking and which the Morgan pool brought to gullty,of perjury In the third degree
!rust 'company situation has been the floor. $1.0.000eino which John D The verdict was accompanied with a
- tree), passed. The True! Company Rockefeller deposited with the Union recommendation for mercy. The max
er America. all -through yesterday' Trust company and finally another imum penalty for this degree of pers
emitting hours, paid out- money to de- $50;000,000 which it le understood jury Is ten years' imprisonment.
upon report of the jury, the coun: ()sitars as rapidly as peAarble and Mr. !Rockefeller stood ready to ad!ogee' today with all demands hay- vance to meet any further stress of sel for Dr. Gillette moved for a certiconditions; in all, considerably
:g been met.
in ficate of teasonable doubt and the
arrest of judgment, Justice Dowling
far the most noticeable, even excess of $1'110,000,0400.
announced that he would hear the
!remade, episode of the day was the
motion next Monday and ie the mean• Oriels Is Over.
mptying of millions of money into
Washington, Oct. 25. —President time remanded Dr. Gitette to the
le stock exchange through a pool
,
elided by J. Pierpone Morgan end Roosevelt was today thoroughly in- Tombs.
Dr. Gillette is sixty-seven years of
eher finenelers, in order to anirt formed regarding the flueucial ethmit:tithlese selling out of stocks held by don in Wall street and Pittsburg, and age and is well known :n medicine
is understood to regard the crisis as practice. He was born in Philadelrokers, which was tereatened
The specific charge upon
ause of their inability to obtain re- over, and also to approve of the mess phia.
newals of loans in which these stocks urea of relief which Secretary Cortel- uhich Dr. Gillette was found guilty
you afforded both cities. Both Sena- was that he had testified falsely beeas been carried.
for Knox and Assistant Secretary of fore the grand jury on May 24, at
The, remarkable condition
whieh
brought about this extreme string- the Treasury Edwards rectify-eel direct which time he was vice president of
ency, was that certain large interests information from Pittsburg by tele- the Mutual.
The indictment alleged at that time
of great financial resources had been phone today which was of a most re.
under examination by District Attorcharging reeently what was, in effect assuring character.
Secretary Garfield reported to the ney Jerome. he stated that certain
not legally. usurious rates of interpresident today that the western moneys in the Dobbs Ferry bank
est on call loans.
One institution that had been en bankers have gradually been divorc- acre his personal funds and that sub
-caged In this practice was itself a ing themselves from Wail street in- eeguently under cross examination he
:ember of the clearing house and Ilaences until they are now practioal- admitted the funds were the property
of the Mutual life.
'vat severely criticised by the other ly indepeedent of them.
:inks tor its actions. on the ground
J1'LIU CA ES Alt
at this addrd uonecesary complicaWas a man of nerve, tut eicknees left
el and straili on the money situa- It.. mark and he become aged before
time. Sickness is often caused by
ee
As a result of the criticism this historpid
liver. Herbine will regulate
tlitOfl eithdrev: its support and your liver and give you hea)th. Mrs.
Carrie
Austin,
Holion, ran., writes: ";
e-elined to offer money on call on the consider Herbine
the best medicine I
emsk exchange. The effect of this ever heard of. I am never without it."
Said
.1.
Geteschlae
by
H.
ger, Lang Bros. WAS WELL ATTENDED AT WASHwas to run the rate of money today
and C. 0. Ripley.
INGTON BUILDING.
se to len per cent and when that
cure was quoted, an extremely
August Heink. the eletst son of
earp deeltrre resulted In the stock Mme. Sehunrann-Hetak, the singer, is
'earket. Union Pacific, 10 per cent an officer on one of the rhips of the
„flue Sixeches and Refreedneents for
eock held down to par.
Hamburg-American line. One of her
(ellebt.--itt`CeptiOn ill the
At tee time excitement was at its sons, born In America, is named
Afternoon.
6
eieht, ennouncement was made that George Washington Schumann Heink

Southwest Texas tihse Place of THE CRISIS OVER
IN FINANCE WORLD

CHEAP
HOMES

On November 5th, 1907, we will run
....An Excursion to....

SPOFFORD
1 gn MILES WEST of SAN ANTONIO
`)
k-i the Metropolis of the Lone Star State,
for the benefit of homeseekers and investors,
and all others wishing to see the Southwest.
$21.00 for the Round Trip, with a 30 days'
return limit. If you go /you will see one of
the greatest countries on earth. One crop
will more than pay for the land on which it
crows. Spofford is on the main line of the
Southern Pacific Railroad, and has a branch
line running SHth to Eagle Pass. Choice
wild land near the town from $8.00 to $12.00
per acre, on easy terms. Now is the time to
buy at first price, and not have to pay the
speculators' profit. The soil is rich and deep,
producing in abundance all the crops common
to Texas. The elevat'on is 1,t00 feu. No
extreme weather, tither hot or cold. No blizzards, no chills, no k vers. Average rainfall
27 inches.
-

1

The Best of Climate
and the Best of Health
For further information, see or write

HUNTER FURCHES
520 Broadway.
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Don't Forget—The Sun Does Job Work
r rereeisasarnanatisseelletiklein,
..0Prwor
•MNI.

!s
DO YOU USE YOUR
'1 GAS STOVE IN WINTER?
If not is it because a coal
range keeps the kitchen
warm? We have a Coke
HeatingAttachment for gas
stoves that does the business
only costs

INSURANCE MAN Mr. Wurst Says
"They Are Grand."

PARENTS' DAY

And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mothers liwo hundred and twenty-five Parvisited the Washington school
anger, can be avoided by the use of ents
building Thursday afternoon in an"Mother': Friel!: This peat remedy swer to invitations to attend "Paris a God-send to womerl, carrying ents' Day" exercises Work of puthem through their most critical eils was watched from the time scheol
iI
until 2:30 o'clock, when
ordeal with safety and no pain. convened
m
puapin d
serwo
efrethe
disdmissed for the reNo woman who uses'Anther's Friend" need fear the suffering
Teohnesurnelmedainindear
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror of the afternoon Was
and insures safety to life of mothez and child,and leaves her in meeting of teachers with parents
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is Speeches were made by Mrs. H. C
Overby, Mrs. 5Iuscoe Burnett, Supt,
also healthy, strong and
John A. Carnagey, President J. E
good natured. Our book
Potter, of the school board, and the
Rev. S. B. Moore.
"Motherhood," is worth
The auditorium was decorated with
its weight in gold to every
potted plants and flowers while the
woman,and will be sent free in plain
hall was decorated
will autumn
envelope by addressing application to
leaves. After the pro-gram was over
in the auditorium punch was served
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,Ga.
by four of the

Wonders, and have given satisfaction
In every respect. I am now using my
third box and shall continue to use
them in the future. Your Pillets are
Simply grand and are a boon to mankind.
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Use my name if yen en desire.
C. F. C. WURST,
19 E. Intl. Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
Lantz's Red Kidney. PIllets cleanss
and heal the Kidneys. They alco cote
tam n a gentle laxative which acts upon
the stomach and bowels at the same
time, thus expelling through the kidneys sind te3wels, all impurities from
the body.
Our guaranty in every box.
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Clealise Your Kidneys With
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets.
If you have never used these Pillets, we will gladly give you a teo ewe
trial treatment fret.
Gilbert's Drug Store,
Fourth end Broadway.
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For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
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We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

Inc

First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
•
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or pla;ted bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
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STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourith St.
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EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

RISI
BREAS

MOTHER'S
FRIEND

I

1111111•MM.....

Our $3.50 and $5.00

$8.50
Burns. Coke and saves a
double stove equipment in
your kitchen. Then think
of the saving in expense
with the present high prices
of coal.

MEN'S SHOES
AR prices, these, and
pOPUL
the shoes are proving ex-

HEARST lei ARRAIGNED'ON
LIBEL CHARGE IN NEW YORK.

ceedingly popular, to.).
Mtn
like snappy, y e t comfortable,
laus and they like our idea of
giving them juit a little better
shoe for $3 50 or $5 than they
can get elsewhere for the money.
There are any number of men in
Paducah who couldn't be induced to go any place else for
ditir shbes because they can always find their siz.'„-s here in a
satisfying variety of shape s.
Made of real leather. too, so that
you get your money's worth of
wear. This kind of patronage is
the best guarantee a new customer could have.

Sew York, Oct. 25.--e-William Randolph Hearst, on the charge of criminal libel, brought by William .A
Chanier, was arraigned today before
Justke Wyatt, of special sessions
who sat In chambers. Mr. Hearst
was accompanied by his erwyer.
District Attorney Garvan filed
Mr. Ohanier's complaint and
then
Detective Reardon, of Mr. Jerome's
staff, wanted to get Mr. Hearst's pedigree. Hearst's attorneys said it was
rot necessary, and Juetics Wyatt
felt
the same way about it.
Justice Wyatt paroled Mr. Hearst
in the custody of his lawyer.
The
hearing was fixed for next Wednesday.

Lendler

The

Lydon

Both Phones 675. 309 &outlay.
•
—

High school girls:
Misses Sadie Smith, ABM D. Foster
Mamie Bauer and Julia Dabney.
One hundred and twenty-five peo
pie registered their nem, in a book
which the teachers had provided for
this.

Out of Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind," Is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a sore, burn Or wound that's
been treated with litieklen's Arnica
save. It's out of sight, out of mind
and out of existence. Piles too and
chilblains disappear under its healing
influence. Guaranteed by all druggists
25c.

Think it over, then call on us
and look it over, then get it

tali Light & Power Co.

Gentlemen:—Referring to the merits
eif your remedy, Lantz s Red Kidney
relicts, it gives me pleasure to state
that they have, In my ease, worked

Sin
II ,

We -Car the Union Store Card.

A MOST WORTHY ARTICLE.
When an article has been on he market for years and gains friends
ei•ery
year, it Is safe to call this medicine
a
worthy one. Such is Ballard's Horehound Syrup. It positively cures
coughs and all pulmonary diseases. one
of the best known merchants In
Ala. writes: "For five years my Mobile,
has not been troubled with the family
winter
ooughs. We owe this to Ballard's
Horehound Syrup. I know it has
saved
my children from many sick spells."
Sold by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang
Bros.
slid C. 0. Ripley,
Col, R. E. Johneon of South CnroIna, repartertto be the largest timber
owner In the south, has been investing heavily in real estate in Waehington. His last purchase was the
Nansaimepd Ayarteeenteeliouse to
11e fr,Rir

Weal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835
••••••m•

FOR RENTI
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAMFRMAN NATIONAL BANK

NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
And

1

1

Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything Superior. Sold
most everywhere.

Incorporated.

I

The man who Stops for
ieses perfection.

preisee

f

"The Blood

Is The LW."

Science has never nom' beyond the
a, .N simple statement of ecripture. But
it hal Bleadaated that statement and
given it a meaning ever broadeuing with
the increasing breadth of knowledge.
When the blood Is "bad" or impure it
Is not alone the body which suffers
through disease. The traiu is also
clouded, e mind and judgement are
cted,an
ny an evil deed or impure
gin
ctiy traced to the
Foul,impure hied
mire by the ILu.t_ of
edic
thereby
curing, pimples, blotches, eruptions and
other cutaneous affections, as eczema,
fetter, or salt-rheum, hives and tither
manifestations of impure blood.
*
0
* •
In the cure of scrofulous swellings, MP
larged glands, open eating ulcers, or old
pores, the"Golden Med icj Discovery "has
performed the most marvelous cures. In
eases of old woes, or open eating ulcers,
It is well to apply to the open sores Dr.
Pierce's All-Healing Salve, which peelessee wonderful healing potency when
used as an application to the sores In conjunction with the use of "Golden Medical
Discovery" as a lily cleansing constitutional treatment. If your druggist
don't happen to have the "All-Healing
Salve" in stock, you can easily procure it
by Inclosing fifty-four cents In postage
Stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce, 663 Main St,
Buffalo, N. Y., and it will come to you by
return poet. Most druggists keep It as
well as the "Golden Medical Discovery."
O
0
0
0
0
You can't afford to accept any medicine
unknown
composition
as
•
of
substitute
for "Golden Medical Discovery," which is
medicine
KNOWN
COMPOSITION,
a
having a complete list of ingredients in
English
on its hottli-wrapper. the
plain
same being attested as correct under oath.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
Ind invigorate storsach, liver and bowels,
Name Railway Man for Mayor.
Toledo, 0., Oct. 21. —Benjamin
Stevenson, assistant general freight
agent of the Clover Leaf-Alton system here, and cousin of AdIal Stevensin, ex-vice president or the United
States, was nominated for mayor this
afternoon at the Democratic convention. The independents, whom they
:ndorsed the previdus week, refused
to have their names on the Democratic ticket. Mr. Stevenson declares foe
law enforcement and for a street railway franchise for the benefit of the
people.
NAPOLEON BON(PARTE
Showed, at the battle of Austerlitz, he
was the greatest 'radar la the world.
Ballard's Snow Liniment has shown
the public it Is the best Liniment In the
world. A quick cure for Rheumatism.
Sprains. Burns, Cuts. etc. A. C. Pitts,
Rodessa, La., says: "I use Ballard's
Snow Liniment In my family and find
It unexcelled for sore chest, headache,
corns, to fact for anything that can be
reached by a liniment." Sold by J. H.
Oehltichlacger. Lang Bros. and C. O.
Ripley.
It is expected that Mrs. Rorer, well
known for her lectures en cooking
'who has become temporarily emberreseed in her restaurant in New York,
will shortly resume bus4nees.

KILL THE COUCH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNC8

-vicrH Dr. king's
New Discovery
•
•0!)11,703
row bone- Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES
GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
assmasalwolla
momismimit
UCHS
FORCELDS

R. L. McMurtrie
Old Phone 842.

Manufacturer of

Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
403 Annum $1

*either of us can get a job on a city
through a chamber wherein the
13 Years' Success
Inic,rsal by Business Nen. Incoryeraied. j300,000.00[natal
wagou in Div Tenth ward. There's too
ltlaygare ;lave an overwhelming asVOW babied."
29 Colleges in 16 States. fa.). F. Drsogban. rrts
ceu_dency.
The demonstration arAnd Thu Collins departed, cursing
ranged for October IU WWI doubtless
Scliatie
Salt
ILLUSTRATED
the folly of Dorsey.
intended to affect not only the pres- PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
CATALOG'
Tha extra edition of the Exprese had
ent coalition ministry, but also the
K own as the Up
feisincz Sche.ls
been fooled shortly after twee, cud by
11.4gest
Theie are usually several ways to dos attitude of the table of deputies dur
3 o'clock It seemed as if most of the
l'itED or MW;I Y IlEFNIlFl) ...s1
Inn
By EDWIN J. WEBS TEL
lug the coming session.
:test Foollsh , or Viustrailag FRYE: toy %I tit
men and every woman in the ward hud given thing, but It is the airn with all of
find the best and shortest way. -HI For some years past the hairneus
to
to
II
MAIL keePtos, lia tx ing, to kit, 1. persons in elicit county,
seen a copy of the paper.
by Eaugn J. Weber,
ts just so in the cure of disease. People tion of even an indisposition on the
ntiorthand. Pen - .ittend a business college, who wCi at °two
"lo think of him saying that about suffering from liver trouble imagine
mentli
012.4
p,
notice
aline'
A
rittitto.tle,
(
this
TO•ttra
send
ph
this
v,
and
Letter,
CLIP
that
(be bubies," said Mrs. O'Neil, the moth, all they have to du is to take Wit thing part of the Emperor Francis Joseph irdi.1116. Law. Mechanical Drawing, gual•• paper)to Draug lion's Practical Bus. College:
in Two Chapters.
er of the fat Johuuie. "And the poor that will physic them. Thera is more has sufficed to fix the eves of every
PADUCAH, 814 BROADWAY;
darlints almost perished with the heat. than that -in the cure of so serious a dis- European statesman on Vienna. It
CHAPTER IL
ils: literally true that nothing but the
wsyl.
lbelL.
nthlahtiedrrotrO
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis.
'f—n the babies,' because they can't ordchreas
respect and affection with which the
But the patience of the exasperated vote, is it? Oh, but I wish the women On yee to to a drag store and ask fur
a 50 cent
is.
regarcied by his
boss at last gave way.
had a vote. We'd show Mr. Dorsey or RI bottle of Dr. Cal,Istikl'it
rup Pepsin.
Military Trai ff kk in the Public
11,:l the mind is In its most recepTake adobe or two and teach T. st.itt, it \ !anngbeideestrrtehieginr attachment
"You think:" he thundered. "Well, what it meant.is due to
nut uMy clean 041 the b,s,
stimulate the
I thiuk there has been too much fuss
And the sentiments of Mrs. O'Neil liver. but It will get the b,u...t1t., eireui....tnit so the genuise kindliness'" and demofir leiys
Military tr aiS
i:ie
iti:lfti'.
mtr
Gilbert lke
in
s:
you feel active again, end amuse the tubemade about that pier. It won't be were forcibly echoed by all the women tes'
nous of the stomach so that \ our appetite re- (elide simplicity of his hearing— public a diouls should interest
not he in October Lippincott's.
turns and you feet hie. your ell i.eit
built. The babies need it! 1.)-n the present.
A would have availed to avert the disalLUVie laxative or purgative mud
only our foremost edueators but all ,
no that.
babies anyway! They can't vote!"
All that afternoon the local hench- Dr. Cakiwell's Syrup Pei tin it not not
only a %run- integration of the disjointed (Isle"All right," replied Harry cheerful- men of MeMannis visited Ills saloon. derfut laxative but it has wide properties, so !than kingdom. Among the, heter- who have the- welfare of tile rtipteiliiii
•25 Rceard,
unlike so malty other may,, instead of
at heart. The standing ihriny if th
ly. "If that's the way you feel about Each gloorni15: eondenined the Inuiru- that.
The city Republican CaMpaign
leaving YOU soak and drawn euiids you up and geueous peoples represented in the
United States is so vattl:, dispropor committee will pay $25 for any eviit, there's no need of saying any more." deuce of Dorsey, and each, at first
stre
ltatr
i
nf
o°41.
t gripe—it acts smoothly, oiling lower house of the Austrian rekt- Donate I.() its size, its
Accompanied by the reporter, he hur- timidly and then inure boldly, suggest- the intestines
Pololla!"011 and' len-ei leading to the prosecution arid
so tbstthe toss:tee Is TO:Twit:11 and srath there is no community of interIts importanee as a %urlti PolAer ffr::1(11(111 of any one guilty of buyried out of the office, for be had ob- ed to MeMannis that it ells ;lb.—hely agreeable. Ills gentle but etlecti is, pleasant to
the
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tie
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to
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It hi anezeenente
tained exactrY the statement be want- necessary for the 'Dean ward to rebel the
ecozennteal Dome Cure, and its results are nee- obey the present Hapsburg ruler. It that the nation's chief reliance in mg or disposing of registration cered. Any modification of it would only against the rule of thelboae. But W- mancaL isle absolutely guaranteed to do was&
time of war must ever be its ohm- wit-ate:3.
means follows that they will
weaken his poeition.
M:wills. bound by years of allegiance
Ume it for occasional or chronic seestipstion, b
F. C. HO9VER, Secretary.
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The Express was one of the bitterest, to the organization, hesitated to de- d
of today is the volunteer of tomorstomach,
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diarrhea.
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contrary
is alopponents of the rule of Dorsey. In clare against it. Early that eveuing ibi" dozen and one other aii.. sit hi stomach,
row was amply deponstrated dui in g. On the 135th annivereetry of York
liver
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ly at Harry Wendt41.
with Tim Collins a message came statsoon
s(Ji ice was rendered. both as otticers.o` England, a large statue of St.
"'fl—fl the babies!
They can't ing that Dorsey desired to see. both of may Peed such a howl ar.!
u iou tmii ap- igether the 111-cOmpacted Cisleithan
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Doan of York.
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A evaeastete, permanent tioaw awn TM
at Sadowa, whirls might easily
meat?"
Niue VERDICT: "Ny Laxative So Good SO On have been followed by the
there is ecaree time to ship an army Sept Binding, Baal Work. Legal
had more than a faint affection.
occupation
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Gs OS.
F.YRUP PEPSIN." This wawa
"That's all right es far as it goes,"
"And did you see what ISirsey said ism
wits guarantor ho, ii, Wasinialon, 0. O.
of ‘'Ienna. As it was, Hungary ex- of raw recruits into shaee to wile and Library Work a specialty.
replied Wendell, "but we want to put about the babies'!" asked hire..O'Neil.
popsits SYRUP 00.
weed and sveured ebsolute self, gov- stand the trained and seasoned troop,.
Dorsey in a poi:Mull where he can't stepping hiehlannis. "You're a wood
111.10•11600ll Eildo., Monticello. III,
How,
of,
old-world
power.
say,
an
ernment, except as regards the three
deny having said it. I'll draw up an man, Mr. eMealannis, and We all like
departments in the army, the navy much better fitted to uphold the hut,
affidavit corroborating it. Then we you and know you've dtme what you
growled
the
ex-hcss
cud
foreign affairs, to the appropria- or of the nag is the man who has hart
."you
your
and
can get affidavits front Mr. Mann and could to get the recreation pier and
others who talked with Dorsey this other things for the people in this reformers! Well. you didn't. I can lions for whi:h she is thoaght by the at least a partial military training,
METROPOLIS. ILL.
morning. If the Express will publish ward, but good man that you are there down your crowd every time. It was inilabitailts of the sister kingdom to than he who conies fresh from OH
D. A. Bailey, prop.
and bent bowl in the
eentrIbute niudi les than her due farm or front civil life without so,
these, it will make our case stronger." are few votes you can control in the the babies that beat me."
city,
C-'"vet
"If the Express sill publish them," Tenth as long as you stick by that
share. Every ten years the renewal knowledge -- however enthusiastic gat.. $8.00.
Two leave sample
hewever
patriotic
he
may
be!
And
uewspaper
answered the
wan. "If I IMrsey."
of the Ausgleich has been attended
Hard Times hi Kansas.
that his training should be beetle 100fnli. Path rooms, Electric Lights.
know how Mr. Lto.gens (eels about Dor"Well, Mrs. O'Neil," replied Me M:InThe old days of giasshoppers and voth delays and disputes. Especially
the only centrally located Hotel is
sey.. I think they w ill be double lead- nis. trying to placate the offended
is
this
true
Aie-gicieh
of the
just
almost forgotten in the
lie city.
ed, with three column headlines. You mother, "I'm loyal to my party, but drouth are
"AMEItIC1NS IN EXILE"
prosperous Kansas of today; although concluded; and the-re are few onlookget ttle afittlavIts, and I'll hurry back you will find me looking out for the
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE 110.
a citizen of Coded:, Earl Shamburg. era who do not fear that it will be
to the ottice and be writing the stay." Tenth, my own ward, first."
!dirtier. unknoon to ne. .enti yet
Is
a
LICITIKD.
the
last.
—New
York
Sun.
has not yet forgotten a hard time he
"We'll get out an extra," said the
consumption is driving thousand% in-;
A moment later he was rejoined by encountered. He sari:
"I
was
worn
managing editor to 'Whitney. "but we Tim Collins, who had stopped to speak
to exile iii far-cff California or
His Dear Old Mother.
celt and discouraged by coughing
T. LOUIS & TENNEsesliE RIVER
might as well Wait zeal get the affida- to brown eyed Mollie.
distant land. Before you subother
"My
dear
mot
her,
now
old
who
is
night
and day, and could find no revits, too, so as to have a complete
"I asked her if she would go to the
P.tCKET (Del VAN IS
83 years old, thrives on Electric Bit- mit to being etiled. mite Eintalsostory. You were the only reporter picnic with me," observed Tint gloom- lief till I tried Dr. King's New DisIllorottgli trial. It has cured
present? Then none of the other pa- ily, "and she said, 'Are you a Dorsey covery. It took leas than one bottle tErs," writes W. B. Brunson, of Dub- iljP0 a
(Inc(trporated.)
to completely cure rue." The safest :1°-'' Ga. "She has taken them for niany at !mime among their loved
pers can tome out ahead of us."
man?' And I says, 'I suppose I am.'
-And I'll send a wan over to see Mc- Rays she. 'I'll go to no picnics with a and most reliable cough and cold about two years and enjoys an excel- owe.. 'Sleek tan. endorse it. Sie but.
F011 THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
Mannis," broke tn the city editor. fellow who becks up a man that curses remedy and lung and throat healerlent appetite, feels strong and sleeps ties 11-1.011 (rem your druthtist.
STE.talElt CLYDK
".ioues, run down to McMaunlie place little babies and says they can die of ever discovered. Guaranteed by all well'" That's the way Electric Bit
ters affect the aged, and the same haparid ask him if Dorsey is going to do the heat."'
Leaves Pzithicati for Tennessee River
py results follow in all cases of feanything about the recreation pier.
The ward leader and his lieutenant free.
Ei,ery Wednesday at
p. tn.
male weakness and general debility
Dual tell him we have other inter- looked doubtfully at each other. Then
Weak, puny children-too, are great.views on the subject. • Just get him to each understood. Mr:Mat:tuts called to
%. W. WRIGHT
Master
strengthened by them. Guaranteed
state, if you can, in the strongest terms Dorsey'* messenger, who hhd been
EUGENE ROBINSON
also for stomach, liver and kidney
Clerk
possible that Dorsey says they can't waiting across the street.
Office Baulk.:
• fe The IAtest News Frion Vienna.
/Ito 10 a.m.
2 to 4 p . m
troubles, by all druggists. 50c.
have the pier. Telephone in what he
"You tell Mr. Dorsey," said M2Mate
Phones
Both
270
0
This company is not responsible
says, for we want it fur an extra."
ids tersely, "that Tim and I ere too
for invoice charges unless collected
By the time Whitney had finished busy to come now. After election 00000000000000000
Burglar Is Killed,
ley the clerk of the boat.
writing his account of the Dursef in- we'll have more time."
Naehville, Tenn., Oct. 21.--A burgThe illness of the Emperor FranSpecial excursion rates from Paduterview the affidavits had arrived at
Dorsey and his adherents were not cis
lar
was
killed
today
In
an
attempt
to
unfortunate
Joseph
occurs
at an
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
the Express; (Alice, and Jones hail tele- men to sit quietly In the face of immurder
Charles
and
E.
.1.
Sehoetyl
trtn $11.00. Leaves Paducah every
phoned in the iuterview with Mcalan- pending defeat. They worked deeper- time', from a Political point of view,
In the Schoetyis' rooms .ar:y
this
nis. That worthy. Ignorant of the ately; the whole influence of the po- bccause the Ausgieich, or financial
• t p. m.
mosalac
steps which were being taken to dis- lice and of city employees was thrown agreement between the Cisleithan
turb Mr.. IttorItey's peace of mind, had In favor of the organization. Yet each and Hungarian kingdoms, has not yet
I \
st ILI I
P
UCAH AND
A Criminal Attack
spoken in strenuourCterms. Not that day it was evident the once invincible been ratified by their parliaments.
C1IRO LINF:.
Under any circumstances the teem- on an Inoffensive citizen is frequentMcMannIs had any Intention of break- boss was losing ground. The defec(Int orporated.)
ing from the organization, but his tion of hicalannis and the formerly ing session of the Hungarian diet and ly made in that apparent'y useiess
heart bad been set on getting the rec- solid organization of the Teuth ward o: the Cisleithan or Aust.lan retells- 1.ttle tube cal:ed the "appendix." It's
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
reation pier, and he had brooded over pro:ed a heavy blow.
rath will be fraught with unusual generally the result of protractea
(Daily Except Sunday.)
the refusal of the morning. The city
On election night the result was Interest. The popular branch of the constipation, following liver torpor,
editor read the account that Whitney practically certain long before the to- latter bicameral assembly will be the Dr. King', New Life Pill; regulate the
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
had written and after marking it "dote tals were known. The uptown dis- outcome of the new electoral system. liter. prevent appendicitis, and esHcnitlnit leave Paducah for Evansregular habits of the bowels.
hie lead" sent it to the composting room. tricts. as had been expected, voted which represents a close approach to tab.eih
25c.
ville and way landings at 11 a. ne
"It looks sensational." observed the neatnst Dorsey. Then came scattering universal suffrage and
which becomes
city editor. "but it Is a big story. I districts slightly in his favor. Then operative
for the first time this year.
THE STEASIElt DICK FOWLER
guess when the eoplee of the paper be- the result In the Tenth ward was anPrincess Kawananakoa, a nativeEven when the members of the AusLeaves Paducah for Cairo and way
gin to come Into the Tenth ward there nounced. It was solidly 'ignited the
trian chamber of deputies were burn Hawaiian, but half white. is one
landings at 8 a. in. sharp, daily, exreally will be a sensation."
boss. But when the districts in which
chosen under one. of the moat restrict- of the most beautiful women in Honocept Sunday. Special excursion rates
A few minutes later the newsboys the organization eas strongest were
lulu. She is a fine linguist, is denow In effect from Paducah to Cairo
were calling mate
counted Dorsey rind his adherents gave ed and complicated of electoral eye- scribed as charming as
a hostess, and
and return, with or without meals
"Extra! Extra! All about Bons Dor- up hope. Instead of an alinoet straight terns it was frequently the scene of Is noted
for
the
taste
and
elegance
of
and room. Good music and table unorgunlzation vote the returns In these uproar and violence, and more than
sey an' de babies!"
her costumes.
"Better send a lot of copies over to districts showed small majorities one cabinet has been upset, not by _a
surpassed.
the Tenth ward." said the managing which would fall far short of over- formal vote of want of confidence.
For further information apply to
LICIT
WE
editor. "I wouldn't wonder if they coming the vote in the antiorganizetion hut by sheer inability to obtain a Forget—Baby is restless. can't 'leer.
S. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, or
c
a tliynighjz, bo
etetiineeofes_vt,hicte
districts and the Tenth ward. Then hearing. There is no reason to ex- .
ri
would interest lichlannim."
;;:von Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
And the paper did interest MeMan- Dorsey and his lieutenants gave up the Peet the new chamber to prove more ntlfutre never falls to
Fowler-Crumhaugh & Co's Office,
curaees.Crs'eS
o n\
Panm'm
m
'enriy
:
nis. He was sitting in his little back fight and, leaving the organization accommodating, for the socialists are tf
st hw
eh
baby I. pale
First
mutter
tkna
onwd what
room when Tim Collins. his most headquarters, sought a place where stronger than they were before and toill
do. A bottle of this medicine would
they
could
trusted lieutenant, entered. Tim was
drown their grief and make the Czechs are as uncompromising as bring color to toso cheeks and laughter
to his eyes. Give it a trial. Sold
plans for the future. Near headquar- ever. The only
excited.
faction which hat(J. H. Ophischlaeaer, Lang Bros. and C.
"Have you seen the Express?" be ters Dorsey met Harry Wendell. The been weakened materially, so far as G. Ripley.
Med, thrusting a copy of the paper at defeated leader looked at the young the number of deputies
controlled by
McMannis. "Why. Dorsey must have lawyer with a cowl.
In Holland the horn as a warning
it is concerned, is that which openly
"You
think
you
beat
me,
don't you."
been crazy to say such a thing. And I
signal
is reserved exelusively, for the
advocates the veeesion of such prosee you are quoted there too. Are you
nee of motorists.
vinces as are mainly peopled with
going to break from the party?"
Germans from the Hapsterrg realm
"What do you mean?" retorted Aleand their incorporairon with the GerStennis angrily. "What's Dorsey been
man empire.
saying. and what rot fire you talking
In Hungary the delay in granting
about my brehling with the party?"
universal suffrage has wrought to l
There'll be 'something else broken if
exasperation the non-Magyar eleyon don't take that hack."
But Tim Collins stood undaunted.
ments of the kingdom's population]
"Look for yourself," be replied. "It's
who constitute a majority, and no
all over the ward. The women are will
fewer than 1511,0-04) delegates from!
18 BY
about it. I'd have thonght It a fake
177 towns are said to have arrived;
put up by the reformers If It hadn't
in Budapest' to take part in the
been for your name and thew affidademonstration planned by the sorial-:
vits. Dorivey's killed himself In this
ists for October la. The dernonstral
ward."
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
lion was apparently superffous, for,
MeMennie was eagerly scanning the
the ileingarlan prime minister, Count'
paper.
Andrassy, deeply impressed by the,
Aft, _ _
IFICORPORAT03
"They've got what I said to that repreceding agitation and aware that
porter about right. although I didn't
the electoral change was favored by
think I put it so strong. And I didn't
the court of Vienna, announced on
know they had those other interviews
October 9 that he would forthwith!
We have Several good driving horses for Stle at reasonable prices and
and affidavits. It's a trick of that
introduce in the table of deputies a!
will guarantee thew as represented. Call aid see them.
young Wendell to down Dorsey and to
bill providing for universal suffrage.'
make a break In the Tenth ward If be
If a measure to that effect would'
can."
INC011POR•TED
meet with the approval of Francini
"He's „done it all right, all right,"
livery and bearding Barn.
Foes% Street and Kentucky Avenue.
because there then woutff
Joseph it
asserted Tim Collins, "'D—I the babe at least a chance of holding the,,
bies!' There lent a woman in the
ward who will give ber husband any
Magyars in check, thougn by reason,
peace until he's promised to vote
of their soldarity and nbility they,
may succeed In dominatine an assemagainst' Dorsey. He's gone up, and so
bly in which they will constitute I
are we unless"—
nummerically
only
a
minority,
"Unless what?" ingnired McMinn's
Hitherto the Sla‘s, Rumanians and!
sharply.
all the other non-Magyar people rep-1
"Unless we break away from him,"
Inoorpo
resented In the popular chamber—,
answered Callus sullenly.
"Break from the party? I never
except the Croats, for whom a special
thought to hear you say any such a
provision is made—have been in'
thing.
practice so nearly disfranchised that
Either l'itone No. 77.
"Young Wendell must have put up
even when taken together they could
the job to get Dorsey In a hole," demuster only an insignificant number
clared McMannis angrily. "And he's
of spokesmen. Of course, It does not
put Tom MeMannis and Tim Collins in
follo;r becbuse Count Andrasey has
Druggist
just as bad a one." •
'Agent for original AllegrettJ
promised to propose fundamental
!Seventh and Broalway.:
2.1LAISA11.by yo„w4ateyer you do,"
Candles
122-134 N.Fourth St.
eflanges In electoral methods that a
Phonor JP-it
said Tim loyally. "But_ as
_
bill to that effect can be carried ••••••••••••• tot" gtotototetiototoTtottoTroartot •
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New to Cure
Liver Trouble

Boss Dorseu ,
And the Babies.

FREE

FREE "v

FREE TEST

HENRY MANNIEN JR.

by
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NEW STATE HOTEL

Dr. H. T. Hessig
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Office 205 S. Fourth St.

Watch the
Label

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you sen d flowers,
that, you buy the best.

GUY
NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St.

$2.70

Memphis, Tehu.— October'
16, round trip, $5.26, Forrest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $9.35, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 27th—Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and southwest, including Neve Orleans
Houston.- Ban Antonia. Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good returning for thirty days.

Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coat h
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket CfEce
R. LI> PRATHER,
Agebt ljtfiion Depot
‘--4zonomatinialp

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

$2.70

Worth of the famous

Santo'
Preparations
for

We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.

S. IL WINSTEAD

Paducah, Ky,

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY

$1.00
Now on sale at

Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.'
Complete Inachine shop.

e

Y.
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Read What's Below and Think

ENVOY TO JAPAN

Proposed Illinois State Primary Law
Is Drastic In All Its Provisions.
L.

A Word With You,
Mr. Cash Buyer.

CANADA REPRESENTATIVE WILL
START ON MISSION.

for the nomination of such officers as
are to be voted for on the third Tuesday In April of such year.
A primary for the nomination for
other officers, nominations for
all
Why carry your hard earned
which are required to be made under
cash to the Credit Stores where
the provisions of this act, shall be
it goes no further and buys no
held three weeks preceding the date
of the general election for such officheaper than does a 60 day or 3
ces respectively.
mouths credit for the man who
Sec. 60. The person receiving the
buys on a credit. These credits
highest number of votes at a primary
as a candidate of a party for the
sometimes lengthen out into
nomination for an office shall be the
never pays and someone has to
candidate of that party for such office
make it np. Mr. Cash Buyer.
and his name as such -antedate retail
do you want to help pay the bad
be placed on the official 'allot at the
election then next causing, provided
debts? Every merchant gets a
that where there are two or more
discount for cash, why not the
persons to be nominated for the same
consumer. Yet you pay as much
office or board, the requisite number
for your goods in the credit
of persons receiving the highest number of votes shall be nominated and
stores as does the credit custheir names shall be placed on the
tomer. We sell only for cash
official ballot at the following elecand therefore have only cash
tion.
prices. You help to pay no bad
When two or more persons receive
an equal and the highest number of
back accounts here. We buy
votes for the nomination for the same
and sell for cash, get cash prices
office, of the same political party, or
when we buy and give you
where more ttan one pesson of the
same political party is to be nomi
cash prices when we sell. Comnated as a candidate for office, if it
pere our prices with those of
appears that more than the number
the credit houses and you will
of persons to be nominated have the
realize that "money Talks."
highest and equal number of votes
for the nomination for the sante of.
flee or for delegate or alternate to
Lot 833S Brown Plaid Worst .d Suit our price
$111.99
national nominating conventions or
Credit Stores' price is $22.50.
state central committeemen, the
Lot 833R Brown Pasd Worsted
$10.99
board, which the returns of the priCredit Store; price is $22.50.
mary are canvassed, shell decide tiN.
Lot 8336, Olive Check and Overplaid Worsted
.$10.914
lot, which of such persons shall be
eredit Store; price is 422.50.
nominated or elected as the case may
Lot 8389, Brown Self Stripe Worsted
$11.99
be. In such case, said canvassing
Credit Store; price is $22.5e.
board shall issue notice in writing to
Lot 5341, Gray Plaid Worste d
$11.99
such persons of such tie vote. statite
:.7retlit. Store.' price is $22.50.
therein the place, the day (which
Let 8397, Gray Piled 1Vorsted
fabrics you ever saw: and we can
ALL the same, you'll want to
shall not be more than five (5) days
Credit Store.' price is $22.50.
tit any man who comes.
when
clothes
these
buy
A primary shall be held on the sec- thereafter), and the hour when such
He legislature passed a special road
$14.99
Lot 3223, Gray P:aid Worstee
you see then;; they're the kind
Credit Stores' price is $22.50.
.w for Haywood county. Under the ond Saturday in March in each year nomination shall be so determined.
USINESS men, pmfessilnal
that stylish well-dressed men
iw several road contractors were
$11.99
Lot 9206. Olive Check Cass.
men, college _ men, high
the
want
to
on
wear,
made
Credit Store;' price is $22.50.
seed and one appealed to the supreme
school
boys and younger; clothes
fashionable
latest and most
, art, which he declared the law un$11.99
Lot 8362, Olive •Nobby Worsted
here for all of you.
meek's of the finest fabrics,
Ciedit Stores' price is $18•00.
institutional. Among those fined
tailored In the most, perfect
$11.99
Lot 3207, Gray Plaid Cass
sere W. B. Weaver, W. L. MeConne
patterns In Star and
Credit Store; price is $18.00.
i s W. R. Smith and Charley Gobbs
manner No man will find betEW
Cluett shirts are still ar$9.99
Lot 9249, Olive Stripe Worst ell
eainst each of whom $5 was assesster clothes than the Roxboro
showing of
riving;
Credit Store.' price is $15.00.
ACROSS THE WILL MEET TONIGHT IN SPECIAL
- d in September, 1905. These men STILL WORKING
anywhere. The prices are f20
you've
been
goods.
If
these
fine
%Veneers
$12.99
SESSION.
OHIO RIVER.
Lot 3292, Grey Paid
.did not appeal and the governor reti $50. Other hies $10 to $30.
having expensive shirts made,
Credit Store, price is $18.00.
lieved them on recommendation of
RAYS and browns chiefly,
try these shirts, and sureritse
$9.99
ad
Lot 9231, Grey Plaid Worsted
the judge, attorney-general
with browns a strong' fayourself $1 50 to $3 50.
Credit Store;' price is $15.00.
county officials, and because the law
vorite. Brown Is a color that,
Men Will Receive Twelfth and Jackson
$9.99
Lot 9250, Nobby Olive Cass.
had been declared unconstitutional. Metropolis Reports Burlington
is no line of waist'
tdrnits of so many modifications,
Street School From the ConOperating in That Vicinity.
t-redit Store;' price is $15.00.
tractor.
coats more up-to date than
such a variety of shades and
$9.99
Lot 9265, Grey Plaid Worsted Cass
FARMERS' CONGRESS
the Manhattan. We are agents
patterns, that its popularity is
Credit Store:' price is $15.00.
ADJOURNS AFTER ELECTION
for this line In Paddeah; $1.50
We show
$7.19
easily understood.
Lot R752, Grey Worsted
Metropolis, Ill., Oct. 21.-The Burl
some of the most beautiful
Credit Store.' price is $10.00.
to $10 00.
A special meeting of the school
Oklahoma City, Okla., Oct. 25 - ington surveyors tire still busily en$7.49
Cheek
Cass
8707,
Brown
Lot
The Farmers' National Congress ad- gaged in making surveys and maps of board will be held this evening at
Credit Stores* price is $10.00.
journed today, after electing the fol- the approaches of' the river here. Washington s.hool for the purpose
$6.99
Lot 8606, Nobby Check Cass Worsted
lowing officers for the ensuing year• They have made a survey of the of receiving the Twefth :Aid Jackson
Credit Store.' price is $10.00.
President, Col. Benham Cameron,Lshores on both sides for two miles street school house as fat as the
advertisement
you.
Bring
this
convince
OA SO40
And so on. A call will
pOx BOA°
Stagvele,
N. C.: first vice-president,,up and down the river from Baynes work has been completed. ContracQuality
guarcomparison.
Fit
and
with you and make your own
Joshua Strange, Marion. Ind.; second !Lake on the Kentucky shore to the tor Lockwood has finished his part
anteed.
vice-president, A. I.. Strayer. Illinois; mouth of Massac creek. Later sur- of the contract and turned the buildM. Whittaker, 1 veys on this side brings the propose ing over to the committee. The l
secretary ,George
IS0tFt
frigfla
fiekal
(
(i
i"
11
rtIILT
Washington, D. C. treasurer, W. L. tion much closer to the town than plumbing and steam heating retnains I
aeo
Ames, Oregon, Wis. Executive com-;the first surveys--one of these sur- to be installed before Ti;. building
ESTABLISHED 1848
metee: J. C. Wickey, Ocean Springs, veys comes close up to the dwelling is ready for service.
C ecertsreS
Mtge., (long term); L. Morrivon,
of
of
Langof
Billy
Borman,
formerly
MO
Greenville, Pa., (short term).
place. The measurements and
It. was decided to leave the selec- Fouts
maps
made
by Mr. Pearsons and
meeting
place
to
the
the
next
tion of
corps
when
turned
into the the genfreight anti there were an unusually furnish the names at once. The anexecutive committee.
eral office of the Burlington, will
large number of palliengers aboard. nouncement that the charges are to
show the head officials just what can
The Jahn S. Hopkins came in from be heard at Cairo is pleaseng to
eseseiseireesseereseeseeteeetesiteekeisser Evansville early this morning andl those interested in the cane as it will
be relied upon as to the work re-quired if the construction of a railgot away on her return trip at 8 save considerable expense to those
which he finds himself. Instead of
The river continues falling rapidly
1;1
;KED LICE\.E.
eho will be forced to attend.
road here and exactly as to the apo'clock.
ought
rattle!
learning the mayor he
at this point and this morning the
the height and
proaches to and
Golconda
, I
in
frora
Royal
was
Official Forecasts.
The
low stage of 5 4 was shown on the
Of 5e10 )nksesetir MeGlaseon, of Me- to commend him fpr the performer). s
length of a bridge acroee the river
The Ohio from Evansville to Cairo
marks of the government gauge today with a large number of passenof his duty.
trowels.
• here. Mr. Pearsons says that actual
•
•
•
will continue falling during the next
this is a fall of .6 since yesterday gers each way.
measurements make even a better
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HE one thing you can be sure of
here: you can't find an unworthy
article of merchandise in the store.
You may not want to buy; that's
all right; glad to see you, anyway.
--46 You may not want to keep what
you buy; that's all right, too; get your money
back.
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worth of coffee.

October 26, 1907.

Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
24_ lb sack Flour
7 lbs. Granulated.S14ar '42e
4 Ms. Dark Brown Sugar 25e ,
4 Ms Light Brown Sugar 25c
3 lbs Powdered Sugar -..
1 1b Cake Maple Sugar ..
......
3 pkgs. Soda
boxes Matches
Fresh Nence Meat pkg
3 seeks Sc Salt
Fele can Simon Pure Lard
The can Pure La-ei
4 lbs New Navy ilef`.1-0-, .

25c
18c
10e
Sc
10c
45c
Gee
25c

e pions. Raisins .
... 25c
Layer Raisins
15c
Quart bottle Vinegar ... 10c
3 lbs Crock Heinz Apple
Butter
-40c
3 cans Fancy Imported Oil
Sardines
50c
30c bottle Flavoring Extract
for
25c
Picnic Hams. lb
10c
Breakfast Bacon, Tb
18c
3 The Palmer House Blend
Coffee for
C

HEADQUARTERS FOR.
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Raisins.
Currants.
Beans.
Rice.
Hi..
Oat Meal.
Barley.
Tapioca.

Now Layer Raisins
New Shelled Nuts.
New Mince Meat.
. New Flaked and Chopped
•
Hominy.
New Cracked Wheat and Pancake Flour.

NEW HEAD OF

soornsu Rm.

Baltimore Man Sovereign Grand Corn.
matider of Southern Jurisdiction.
Washington, Oct. 25.-The United
Supreme Council. thirty' third degree
Scottish Rite, for the southern Wile
diction, which has been in session in
this city since Monday, closed with
the election and installation of the
followiner officers:
Sovereign grand commander-I. I.
Smith, Baltimore.
. Grand prior-E. W. Lampton, Mississippi.
Grand chancellor-I. 11. Walker
Georgia.
Grand treasurer general-Joseph
P. Evans, Maryland.
Tonight the members of the supreme council attend the Royal
Order of Scotland banquet.
Central University Geins Point.
Owensboro. Ky., Oct. 25.-Dr.
Hinge of Central University, rep' orted for the committee on that institution at the Kentucky synod of the
Presbyterian church today, and the
:revolution -peseed at the Southern
Preehyterian synod held last week at
Midway: Ky., were unanimously concurred in today. These allow Central
University trustees to all vacancies
on their board.

OLD PHONE 742

512 BROADWAY,

NEW PHONE 742

IDEAL MEAT
MARKET
For Saturday Only
New York Grapes, per
basket
Extra Fancy Apples, per
peck
Large Messina Lemons,

20e
(Sc

17c
Per dozen
Omega Flmte, per bag
Huntley & Palmer Dinner
Biscuits, per lb

40e

I

Frog Legs, select and fresh,
per dozen
20c
Cropples, fresh caught,
per M.
15c
Black Bass', fresh caught,
20c
per lb.
Lyndhaven Oysters, the finest
in the world, per gal $1.75
Select Venison Steak.
Extra Choice Venison Roast.
Jumbo Bull Frogs, doe. $3.00

Choice and very select Beef, Veal, Lamb. Pork and Mutton.
Also a very coMplete line of fresh vegetables always on hand_
When yote:buy from us you know that you are getting the very
best that can possibly be peeeured. We make a specialty of furh.
'thing banquets. Give us your orders.
`4111111111111111111•1111111111INIMINIIIIIMIIII.

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805.

113 South Second

St.

Saturday is Bargain Dly in our
Busy Pure Food Market ...

18

lb. Sugar, if

carried home yourself

White Rose Flour, sack. .75c
White Dove Flour, sack..65c
Meal, 10 lb. pk
Kosher Sausage, lb
Cream Cheese. lb
Brick Cheese. lb
Limburger Cheese, lb
Neufchatel Cheese, 1/4 lb
1
4 lb..
Sapeago Cheese, /
Mince Meat, pkg
School Pickles, doz
Sweet Pickles, ,qt
Pig Fee, doz
Grapes,' basket
Strained Tomatoes, can
Pure Honey, gifts&
Prunes, 2 lbs
Table Butter
.....
Cooking Butter
Matches, 3 for
Salt, 3 bags fo!

15s
15c
20c
20.
20c
56
10c
10e
30c
302
30e
20e
5e
20:
25e
25t
10c
10e

$1.00

NEW CEREALS.
Hominy
Grits
Hominy Flakes
Forena
Tapioca
Head Rice
Cracked Rice
Split Peas
Green Kern
Lintel*
Whole Wheat Flour
Scotch Peas
Lima Beans
La
s ly Peas
R aton's Health Food •
Pancake Flour
Buckwheat Flour
Cream of Wheat
German Sago
Rice Flour
Potato Flour.
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